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200221-26 June  EURESCO Conference:Discrete Painlevé Equations and the Solvability of Difference Equations Giens, near Toulon (France)webpage: http://www.esf.org/euresco/02/
1-5 July Congrès de Mathématiques Appliquées à la mémoire de Jacques-Louis LionsCollège de France, Paris (France)e-mail: congres.jllions@ann.jussieu.fr  webpage: http://acm.emath.fr/congres-jllions
15 AugustDeadline for submission of material for the September issue of the EMS NewsletterContact: Robin Wilson, e-mail: r.j.wilson@open.ac.uk
28-30 SeptemberExecutive Committee meeting in Stockholm (Sweden), at the invitation of theSwedish Mathematical Society
30 SeptemberDeadline for proposals for 2004 EMS Lectures.  Contact: David Brannan, e-mail: d.a.brannan@open.ac.uk
15 NovemberDeadline for submission of material for the December issue of the EMS NewsletterContact: Robin Wilson, e-mail: r.j.wilson@open.ac.uk
31 DecemberDeadline for bids for the Fifth European Mathematical Congress, 5ecm, in 2008Contact: EMS Secretariat, e-mail: makelain@cc.helsinki.fiDeadline for Raising Public Awareness Article CompetitionContact: Vagn Lundsgaard Hansen, e-mail: V.L.Hansen@mat.dtu.dk
20038-9 FebruaryExecutive Committee meeting in Nice (France), by invitation of the local organisersof AMAM2003.
10-13 FebruaryAMAM2003: EMS-SMAI-SMF Meeting in Nice (France)Mathématiques Appliquées - Applications des Mathématiques (Applied Mathematics -Applications of Mathematics)Contacts: Doina Cioranescu, e-mail: cioran@ann.jussieu.frand Mireille Martin-Deschamps, e-mail: mmd@math.uvsq.frwebpage: http://acm.emath.fr/amam/
1 MarchDeadline for proposals for 2004 EMS Lectures.  Contact: David Brannan, e-mail: d.a.brannan@open.ac.uk
7-12 July CIME-EMS Summer School at Bressanone/Brixen (Italy)Stochastic Methods in FinanceOrganisers: Marco Frittelli and Wolfgang J. Runggaldier
200425-27 June EMS Council Meeting, Stockholm (Sweden)
27 June - 2 July4th European Congress of Mathematics, Stockholm

EMS  AgendaEMS Committee



The EMS and the EUMost of this text will be a practical guide,describing how the European mathemati-cal community can contribute to, and ben-efit from, the 6th Framework Programmeof the European Commission (known asFP6), which starts at the end of 2002 andapplies until 2006.  But let me first givesome impression of the interactionsbetween the European Commission andthe EMS during the preparation of FP6.Philippe Busquin, the Commissioner forResearch, was appointed during the sum-mer of 1999.  A physics graduate from theUniversité Libre de Bruxelles, he broughtambitious ideas for European research �namely, the European Union politicalagenda.  Following the four-yearly rhythm

of the Framework Programmes, he startedbuilding a first project for FP6, and sub-mitted it to open debate.  Needless to say,the EMS took part in that debate throughan initial position paper on research inmathematics, and in the idea of aEuropean Research Area, and by numer-ous reactions to the successive proposalsissued by the Commission.  On variouspoints, we received very positive reactions,and it seems in particular that the �returnmechanism� for researchers workingabroad was based on an initial suggestionof the EMS.We are currently examining with all therelevant key bodies, societies and compa-nies, and with the European Commission,the possibilities for developing a world-

wide on-line library for mathematics.
The structure of FP6Leaving aside the EURATOM programmeon nuclear energy and the programme ofactivities of the Joint Research Centre, FP6has two main components:� integrating and strengthening theEuropean Research Area;� structuring the European ResearchArea. The first of these aims at the developmentof priority themes: these being quite spe-cific, mathematics per se does not figure inthis part.Now, mathematics can (or must) play arole in research on these themes, so math-ematicians need to have a close look atthese programmes.  The second one isessentially the follow-up of Training andmobility of researchers and Infrastructures,with a large scope and hopefully anincreased budget.  Mathematics will con-tinue to be part of that programme.Here is a description of these two parts,from the point of view of mathematics.The full documents used at the time ofwriting this summary can be found on theweb site of the Commission, http://europa.eu.int/comm/research/nfp.  They are theAmended proposal for council decision ofJanuary 30, 2002 (241 pages!), theIntroduction to the instruments available andProvisions for implementing networks of excel-lence (February 28, 2002).  Documents willcontinue to appear on this site, and maycontain modifications with respect to thepresent description.Finally, a note on vocabulary to avoidconfusion.  In the Fifth FrameworkProgrammes, mathematics was presentunder Research networks, or Research train-ing networks: it is still present in FP6 underthe name Marie Curie research training net-works.  On the other hand, FP6 now hasNetworks of excellence that are not related tothe training networks, and are a newinstrument of the research policy.
Integrating and strengthening the ERAThis component, with the large budget of12855 million euros for four years, aimsmostly at seven priority themes:1.1.1. Genomics and biotechnology ofhealth1.1.2. Information Society technologies1.1.3. Nanotechnologies and nano-sciences, knowledge-based multi-functional materials, and new pro-duction processes and devices1.1.4. Aeronautics and space1.1.5. Food quality and safety1.1.6. Sustainable development, global 
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The 6th Research and Technology Development Framework Programme of the European CommissionLUC LEMAIRE (EMS Vice-President)

EMS Vice-President Luc Lemaire with European Commissioner Philippe Busquin



change and ecosystems1.1.7. Citizens and governance in aknowledge based societyThere is also a line covering a wider fieldof research in which mathematics couldplay a role:1.2.1. Supporting policies and anticipat-ing scientific and technologicalneedsThe numbering is that of the official EUdocuments, and will probably be used sys-tematically in all calls for proposals.
The way that funding by the EU will occurhere is mostly by two new financial�Instruments�:� integrated projects;� networks of excellence.Documents (still open to discussion)define the operation of these instruments.For instance, a network of excellencewould be a group of centres working onsome aspect of one of the priority themesand planning to collaborate substantiallyon that theme.There is a fear that a concentration offinancial support on such networks wouldrestrict funding to a small number of verylarge laboratories, thereby creating a vacu-um in between.  Certainly, the administra-tion of a network will require substantialwork (and staff).  Still, some recommenda-tions appear in the 28 February 2002 doc-ument of the Commission, only partiallyanswering those fears.In particular, �it is important that thesenetworks do not act as �closed clubs�, andeach network will be given a mission tospread excellence across its boundaries�.Also, �each network of excellence is expect-ed to have ambitions goals and to assemblethe critical mass to achieve these goals.The critical mass will vary from topics totopics�.  This could be good news for math-ematics (and the social sciences), where thecritical mass is much lower than in theexperimental sciences.To continue with the description of anetwork of excellence, it would include aprogramme of jointly executed research, aset of integrating activities (co-ordinationof activities, creation of research facilitiesof common interest, and perhaps reloca-tion of staff) and activities for spreadingexcellence (training of researchers fromoutside the network and raising publicawareness).Integrated projects are organised differ-ently, and �should be directed at obtainingspecific results applicable in terms of, forinstance, products, processes or services�,so that they will probably be further awayfrom fundamental research.Now, where could mathematics fit in?Certainly, any application in an EC pro-gramme must fit the terms and rules ofthat programme, so this part of FP6 is notsuitable to obtain funding for mathematicsin general.However, different branches of mathe-matics have a role to play in the seven pri-ority themes.  For groups of mathemati-cians working in these areas, the strategymust be to contact the networks that arealready in the process of building up, to

see how they could be integrated in inter-disciplinary projects.  Clearly, the buildingup of the networks must start from thethemes as they appear in the list of priori-ties (such as genomics) and not from thegeneral needs of sciences like biology,informatics, chemistry or mathematics.Priority 1.2.1 (anticipating scientificneeds), sometimes nicknamed the eighthpriority, could open a new avenue for somemathematicians.  Why not, for instance,propose a network of mathematics model-ling, which would come as support to theseven main priorities?  We can only urgeappropriate groups of modelling centresto take this initiative.
Structuring the ERAThis part of the programme, with aplanned budget of 2655 million euros (forfour years), will be more familiar to themathematics community.  Indeed, it is anenlarged and improved version of Trainingand mobility, the Commission having recog-nised the crucial aspect of humanresources for the future.So, among this list, let us note:2.Human resources and mobility(i) Host-driven actions: Marie Curieresearch training networks, MarieCurie host fellowships for early stageresearch training, Marie Curie hostfellowships for the transfer of knowl-edge (allowing for invitation of highlevel researcher), Marie Curie con-ferences and training courses (fund-ing of conferences and of participa-tion of young scientists).(ii) Individual-driven actions: MarieCurie intra-European fellowships,Marie Curie outgoing internationalfellowships (allowing young scientistsfrom the EU and �associated coun-tries� to work in third countries (out-side the EU and associated states)with a mandatory second phase inEurope, Marie Curie incoming inter-national fellowships (to attract top-class researchers from third coun-tries).(iii)Excellence promotion and recogni-tion: grants, prizes and Marie Curiechairs (to attract top-classresearchers for a period of threeyears).(iv) Return and reintegration mecha-nisms, directed at researchers havingcompleted a Marie Curie fellowship,or having spent at least five yearsoutside Europe.Then come two more components:3.Research infrastructures4.Science and society
The EMS will aim at further developinginfrastructures like Zentralblatt-MATH (aswas already done with a grant from theFP5 infrastructure line) and will also con-tribute to the digitisation of the mathemat-ics literature and its distribution on-line.A programme on raising awareness ofscience is included in Science and society.
Opening to third countriesWe are very happy to see a new opening in

this programme, not only to the associatedstates of the EU, but also to the �thirdcountries� (all other countries world-wide).This opening will take various forms,already explicit in the host-driven andindividual-driven actions described above.On the other hand, specific co-operationactivities often exclude mathematicaldevelopment, being restricted to urgentproblems of food safety, water pollution,health and resources.  Still, a specific linefor Russia and the CIS countries includes�stabilisation of R & D potential�, certainlya crucial point for mathematics.
What next?For priorities 1.1.1�1.1.7, the Commissionhas already concluded a �Call for expres-sions of interest�, aimed at potential net-works of excellence or organisers of inte-grated actions.  This should allow theCommission to be more precise when for-mulating their calls for proposals (in early2003), and may hopefully allow interestedresearchers to identify on a website theinterdisciplinary groups planning for thesetting-up of networks.  It is then up tointerested mathematicians to contact thosepotential organisers.Concerning the structuring part, thecalls for proposals should come out at theend of 2002 or in early 2003.  The important point is to check regular-ly the websites where calls appear, proba-bly on http://www.cordis.lu/rtd2002 orhttp://europa.eu.int/comm/research/nfp.html.The official launch of FP6 will bemarked by a large meeting in Brussels on11-13 November 2002.
A regular columnSome writers or journalists get to write aregular column (daily or weekly) in variousnewspapers.  It now appears that I havesuch a four-yearly column (having likewisedescribed FP5 in issue 32 of this Newsletter).I look forward to preparing a descriptionof FP7 for issue 60 in June 2006 � arenewed adventure for me.
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Journal of theEuropeanMathematical Society(JEMS)
The next issue of JEMS (Vol. 4, No.2) will contain the followingarticles: 
Kai Cieliebak, Handle attaching insymplectic homology and the ChordConjecture

and 
Colette Moeglin, Sur la classifica-tion des series discrètes des groupesclassiques p-adiques: paramètres deLanglands et exhaustivité.



In April, the Society organised a brain-storming meeting of the ExecutiveCommittee, EMS officers and representa-tives from the various national societieswho are its corporate members.  The placewas Berlingen, on the Swiss shore of LakeConstance.

Four topics were on the menu: the futureof Zentralblatt-MATH, European participa-tion in the world maths digitised library,the Society�s policy on meetings, and thepolicy of the EMS Publishing House.  Themeeting was also to draft �expressions ofinterest� for support for some of theseactivities within the European 6thFramework Programme (see LucLemaire�s editorial in this Newsletter).

Zentralblatt-MATHCurrently, Zentralblatt-MATH is run by agoverning body representing the Society,Springer-Verlag, and FIZ Karlsruhe (thelatter being a German national organisa-tion).  To ensure its future, the organisa-tion needs other European partners andcontinuing funding from the EuropeanUnion, which the Society will apply for.  Anevolution, already partly under way, wasenvisaged towards a more devolved struc-ture, with local editorial boards. 
Maths digitised libraryVarious projects are afoot to make backissues of mathematical journals and booksavailable electronically.  One such, theEMIS Electronic Library of Mathematics, isavailable free at www.emis.de and there areseveral other significant projects in hand.

However, the new project discussed atBerlingen is an ambitious one, initiated bythe AMS, but requiring international part-ners, to �digitise� all past mathematical lit-erature.  The project, according to a paperby John Ewing of the AMS, is to make thedigitised material freely available.  But to

make it useful there will have to be index-ing systems and search engines: theseshould be supplied at a commercial rate.The EMS wants to be the European part-ner in this enterprise and, (having takenadvice from the EU) will submit an expres-sion of interest �parallel to� the 6thFramework programme.
MeetingsThe Society intends to continue itsSummer Schools, EMS Lectures andDiderot Forums, and will seek EU fundingfor them.  It is seeking to expand the EMS

lectures to small conferences centred onthe lectures.  It is also starting to hold jointmeetings with its member societies.  Thefirst one will be in Nice next February,held jointly with both French Societies,SMF and SMAI: the subject will be AppliedMathematics and Applications ofMathematics.  The following joint meetingwill be with the Portuguese mathematicalsociety, in September 2003.  The meetingsprogramme will form a bid to the 6thFramework Programme.  If the bid is suc-cessful, the Society will be able to have anoffice (possibly in Brussels) to co-ordinateits meetings.A question raised at Berlingen was

whether we should hold an annual meet-ing, in January, rather like that of theAMS, which also serves as a useful place forrecruiting young members of staff.  Afterdiscussion, the idea was rejected, partlybecause of the difficulty of finding a timethat would be convenient for all EuropeanUniversities, but also because the condi-tions of the job market are so diverseacross Europe that it is doubtful whetheran EMS meeting could usefully helprecruitment.  Nonetheless, there is anoticeable stimulus to the Society�s activi-ties at events like the 3ecm, when theExecutive Committee, subcommitteechairs and representatives of the nationalsocieties can meet.  We hope that the Abelconference in Norway in June will give asimilar impetus.
EMS Publishing houseThe EMS Publishing House now has anindependent existence as (part of) a trustbased in Zürich, with support from theTechnische Hochschule: ETHZ.  ThePublications Committee, which includesthe managing director ThomasHintermann, should have an advisory rolein the Publishing House�s policy.  One of the purposes of founding thePublishing House was to have a restraininginfluence on journal prices, which havebeen rising well ahead of inflation.  It wasclear that, in the short term, pricing policywould be subordinate to the practicalitiesof building a viable operation.  However, apreference was stated for having lowprices, rather than for generating a largesurplus to finance the EMS.  It was agreedthat there ought to be substantial discountsfor EMS members.  The Publishing Housewould consider distributing material fromsmall European mathematics publishers, ifthis were commercially viable.  A numberof issues, particularly in the area of elec-tronic publishing, were identified for fur-ther discussion.
Our President, Rolf Jeltsch, worked ushard, but we were permitted an hour�s walkup the hillside overlooking the lake, whereit narrows into the river Rhein.
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Berlingen 2Berlingen 2Second EMS Brainstorming MeetingDavid Salinger (EMS Publicity Officer)

Renzo Piccinini & Mina Teicher
Susan Hezlet & Carles Casacuberta

Peter Moss & Jean-Pierre Bourguignon



International Congress of Mathematicians 2002This year�s ICM is being held in Beijing, China, from 20 to 28 August.
The twenty plenary lecturers are: Noga Alon (Israel), Douglas Arnold (USA), Alberto Bressan (Italy), Luis Caffarelli (USA), Sun-Yung Alice Chang (USA), David Donoho(USA), Ludwig Dmitrievich Faddeev (Russia), Shafi Goldwasser (USA/Israel), Uffe Haagerup (Denmark), Michael Hopkins (USA), VictorKac (USA), Harry Kesten (USA), Frances Kirwan (UK), Laurent Lafforgue (France), David Mumford (USA), Hiraku Nakajima (Japan),Yum-Tong Siu (USA), Richard Taylor (USA), Gang Tian (USA/China) and Edward Witten (USA).There are also 167 invited speakers � those from Europe are:Logic: Elisabeth Bouscaren (France), Jan Denef (Belgium), Moti Gitik (Israel), Daniel Lascar (France)Algebra: Alexei Igorevich Bondal (Russia), Dmitri Olegovich Orlov (Russia), Zlil Sela (Israel)Number theory: Henri Cohen (France), Jean-Marc Fontaine (France), Annette Huber (Germany), Ilya Piatetski-Shapiro(Israel), Emmanuel Ullmo (France)Differential geometry: Paul Biran (Israel), Paul Seidel (France)Topology: Yuri Vitalievich Chekanov (Russia), Emmanuel Giroux  (France), Ulrike Tillmann (UK)Algebraic and complex geometry: H. Esnault (Germany), Lothar Goettsche (Italy), Richard Pink (Switzerland), Miles Reid(UK), Vadim Schechtman (France), Burt Totaro (UK)Lie group and representation theory: Patrick Delorme (France), Michael Harris (France), Marie-France Vigneras (France)Real and complex analysis: Nicolas Lerner (France), Michael McQuillan (France)  Operator algebras and functional analysis: Semyon Alesker (Israel), Philippe Biane (France), Vincent Lafforgue (France),Rafal Latala (Poland)Probability and statistics: Girard Ben Arous (Switzerland), Jean Bertoin (France), Erwin Bolthausen (Switzerland), KurtJohansson (Sweden), Andrei Yurievich Zaitsev (Russia), Ofer Zeitouni (Israel)Partial differential equations: Luigi Ambrosio (Italy), Tero Kilpeläinen (Finland), Vladimir Maz�ya (Sweden), Tristan Rivière(Switzerland.) ODE and dynamical systems: Alain Chenciner (France), Michael Benedicks (Sweden), Christian Bonatti (France), EduardFeireisl (Czech Republic), Bernold Fiedler (Germany), Leonid Pavlovich Shilnikov (Russia), Dmitry Treschev (Russia)Mathematical physics: Jean Bricmont (Belgium), Jean-Pierre Eckmann (Switzerland), Nikita Aleksandrovich Nekrasov(France) Combinatorics: Imre Barany (Hungary/England), Aart Blokhuis (Netherlands), Philippe Flajolet (France), Nathan Linial(Israel), Bruce Reed (France/Canada), Günther Ziegler (Germany)Mathematical aspects of computer science: Uriel Feige (Israel), Ran Raz (Israel) Numerical analysis and scientific computing: Albert Cohen (France), Rolf Rannacher (Germany), Christoph Schwab(Switzerland) Application of mathematics in the sciences: Yann Brenier (France), Nicole El Karoui (France), Alexander Mielke (Germany),Felix Otto (Germany), Alfio Maria Quarteroni (Switzerland /Italy)  Mathematics education and popularization of mathematics: Jean-Luc Dorier (France), Vagn Lundsgaard Hansen (Denmark),Jan De Lange (Netherlands), Gabriele Kaiser (Germany), Ivan Yaschenko (Russia), Celia Hoyles (UK), Hans Niels Jahnke(Germany), Nitsa Movshovitz-Hadar (Israel)History of mathematics: Umberto Bottazzini (Italy), Moritz Epple (Germany) 
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The European Science Foundation is theEuropean association of over 70 majornational funding agencies devoted to scien-tific research in 27 countries.  The EMS andthe ESF, through its Physical andEngineering Sciences Committee (PESC),have recognised that they share commoninterests, and are developing closer links.PESC�s remit covers physics, chemistry,mathematics, information and computersciences and the engineering sciences. PESC�s activities can be separated intothree broad areas:� giving expert scientific advice on strate-gic issues, including undertaking inde-pendent review of major research andinfrastructure programmes and propos-als� initiating strategic science activities, suchas ESF Scientific Forward Looks, whichare foresight exercises, and ESF

Collaborative Research Programmes(EUROCORES), which is a major trans-national basic research funding pro-grammes � networking activities, which providefunds for European scientists to networkover a range of time scales. In this latter category, three �instruments�are available: Exploratory workshops enable scientists tocome together to discuss topical andemerging issues, usually with the objectiveof identifying future directions and collabo-rations.  An annual ESF-wide call for pro-posals is made, with a closing date in May,for events to be held during the followingyear.  PESC normally supports at least 10 ofthese events at an average budget of 10keuros. Scientific networks are normally interdisci-plinary and are aimed at coordinatingactivities to stimulate and consolidate thecommunity in particular fields.  There aretwo ESF-wide closing dates (31 May and 30November) each year.  Normally between 2and 4 new networks are supported in the

PESC area each year, with funding on aver-age at 75k euros per annum over 3 years.Scientific programmes are longer-termactivities on specific themes, and typicallybring together teams working in 7 to 10countries.  These activities are funded onan à la carte basis by ESF member organisa-tions, with an average budget of 100k eurosper annum over 5 years.  PESC normallyrecommends between 4 and 6 new pro-grammes each year, and operates a two-stage application procedure, with outlineproposals being sought in October.PESC has supported a small number ofworkshops, networks and programmes invarious branches of mathematics, but wouldwelcome an increased number of propos-als. To find more information about PESCand ESF, visit the website www.esf.org/pescTo contact the PESC secretariat, e-mailpesc@esf.orgTo be informed of PESC news, pro-grammes and closing dates, ask pesc@esf.orgto put you on the PESC electronic mailinglist. 

EUROPEAN SCIENCEFOUNDATION (ESF)



The EMS Summer School ComputationalAlgebraic Geometry and Applications, support-ed by the EMS, the EU (under the EAGERprogram), and the Emmy NoetherResearch Institute, took place in Eilat(Israel) from 24 to 28 February 2002.  Itwas organised by Mina Teicher and BorisKunyavskii (Bar-Ilan University, RamatGan, Israel) and directed by W. Decker(University of Saarbrücken, Germany).There were about 40 participants: 10 fromIsrael, 22 from other EMS member statesand the rest from other countries (USA,Canada, Korea and Vietnam).  Almost allthe participants were young researchers(Diploma, PhD students and post-doctoralfellows).  A few of the participants wereresearchers and students from computerscience departments, interested in study-ing new computational tools for computervision based on algebraic geometry.  Moststudents brought along a laptop computer;some computers were available for theother students.The school program included morninglecture courses given by G. Pfister(University of Kaiserslautern) and W.Decker, as well as afternoon computerexercise sessions prepared in advance bythe lecturers: beforehand, the students haddown-loaded the necessary software andscripts from W. Decker�s Internet web-site.For the first two days the participants werebriefly introduced to the algebraic-geomet-ric problems under consideration and the

problem-oriented software (SINGULAR,MACAULAY2). From the third day, thestudents were subdivided into two groups,according to their wishes and their techni-cal and mathematical level.  The beginnersgroup studied Gröbner basis techniques indetail, while the advanced group managedmore sophisticated topics such as sheafcohomology (including the computation ofBeilinson monads) and the identificationof complex surfaces using the adjunctionmethod. There was a very intense working atmos-

phere at the school.  The nice weather andblue sky, the beauties of the Red Sea andthe Eilat mountains, and the various resortattractions all failed to compete with alge-braic geometry.  One could see studentspractising in the lecture room as late as 10p.m.The school took place in a beautifulresort, right on the beach of the Red Sea!During the long lunch break the studentscould dive and wine.  On Monday night,the participants were invited to a Purimcostume party in the hotel hall.  The con-ference tour to Corral Island was held on aperfect sunny day: this charming island,surrounded by deep blue waters, corralsand beautiful fish, is located about 15 kmsouth of Eilat, in Egyptian territorialwaters (we needed a one-day island visa toEgypt).  We arrived there on an old sailingship (crossing the border in the water).  Asmall boat took us to the island where wehiked to the top of the hill (with its semi-restored castle) and saw a spectacular viewof clear sky, red mountains, deep bluewater, curved bays, and our classic shipwith its sails winding in the northern (typi-cal of the Red Sea) wind.  From the top onecould see four different countries (Israel,Egypt, Jordan and Saudi Arabia) meetingin a multiple point.  The view was breath-taking.  The rest of the time was devoted todiving, snorkelling and a barbecue lunch.We returned to Eilat and one of the famousred sunsets of the Red Sea.
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EMS NEWS

Last year the European MathematicalSociety announced a competition toinspire the writing of articles with a math-ematical theme addressing a general audi-ence. The deadline for submissions wasoriginally set as 31 December 2001. Inresponse to comments, and to give moretime for suggestions of a wider range ofarticles, the Society has decided to acceptsubmissions in any European language and toextend the deadline for submission of articles to31 December 2002.The advertisement of the competitionis repeated below, with the appropriatechanges incorporated. Vagn Lundsgaard HansenChair, Raising Public Awareness ofMathematics Committee (RPA) 
Articles in many ways,math displays,says,the EMS committee of RPA:A competition surely may,inspire to the way,in which to pay,as we say,attention to public awareness!

During World Mathematical Year 2000,many articles on mathematics addressing

ite) for the lecture series, the sites, and theorganisers of the schools will vary fromyear to year, to cover a wide range of thesubject.The Society now invites proposals for at leastone Lecture Series for 2003. Proposals shouldcontain at least the topic (title and shortdescription), the name of the proposed lec-turer, the sites, the timing at each site, con-ditions for participants, and the name andaddress of the organiser submitting theproposal. Some preference will be given toapplications that involve the writing-up ofthe Lecture Notes into a volume suitablefor publication.Please send proposals for series of EMSLectures in 2003, to:Professor D. A. Brannan, Faculty ofMathematics and Computing, The OpenUniversity, Walton Hall, Milton KeynesMK7 6AA, UK.Fax: +44 1908 652140; e-mail: d.a.bran-nan@open.ac.ukPlease send your proposals by 30 September2002 if possible; the Society would hope todecide on proposals within a month or so.David A. Brannan, Secretary

a general audience were publishedthroughout the world, and many valuableideas for articles popularising mathematicswere generated. The Committee forRaising Public Awareness of Mathematicsof the European Mathematical Society(acronym RPA) believes that it is vital thatsuch articles be written. In order to inspirefuture articles with a mathematical themeand to collect valuable contributions, whichdeserve translation into many languages,the EMS wishes to encourage the submis-sions of articles on mathematics for a gen-eral audience, through a competition. TheEMS is convinced that such articles willcontribute to raising public awareness ofmathematics. The RPA-committee of the EMS invitesmathematicians, or others, to submit man-uscripts for suitable articles on mathemat-ics. To be considered, an article must bepublished, or be about to be published, ina daily newspaper, or some other generalmagazine, in the country of the author,thereby providing some evidence that thearticle does catch the interest of a generalaudience. Articles for the competitionshall be submitted both in the originallanguage (the published version) andpreferably also in an English translation.

Articles (translations) may, however, alsobe submitted in French, German, Italianor Spanish. The English (or alternativelanguage) version should be submittedboth on paper and electronically.There will be prizes for the three bestarticles, of 200, 150 and 100 euros, and thewinning articles will be published in theEMS Newsletter. Other articles from thecompetition may also be published, ifspace permits. Furthermore, it is plannedto establish a web-site containing Englishversions of all articles from the competi-tion approved by the RPA Committee.By submitting an article for the compe-tition, it is assumed that the author givespermission to translation of the articleinto other languages, and for possibleinclusion in a web-site. Translations intoother languages will be checked by per-sons appointed by relevant local mathe-matical societies and will be included onthe web-site. Articles should be sent before 31December 2002 to the Chairman of the RPACommittee of the EMS: Professor Vagn Lundsgaard Hansen,Department of Mathematics, TechnicalUniversity of Denmark, Matematiktorvet,Building 303, DK-2800 Kongens Lyngby,Denmark. e-mail: V.L.Hansen@mat.dtu.dk 

New deadline  for  Art ic le  Competi t ionNew deadline  for  Art ic le  Competi t ion

For some years the EuropeanMathematical Society has been running asuccessful series of EMS Lectures. In 2000G. Papanicolau gave a series of lectures onTime Reversed Acoustics at the University ofCrete (Heraklion) and on FinancialMathematics at ETH in Zürich, and the2001 EMS Lecturer, M. Vergne, spoke onConvex Polytopes at the University of Maltaand at the Universita Degli Studi Roma,Tor Vergata. The 2002 Lecturer is G. DalMaso (SISSA, Trieste), whose researchinterests include gamma-convergence,homogenisation theory, and free disconti-nuity problemsThe EMS Lectures may be in pure orapplied mathematics, or may span bothareas; however, for 2003 the Society wouldprefer to appoint at least one lecturer inpure mathematics, in order to retain a rea-sonable balance. With this activity, theSociety aims to encourage European math-ematicians (especially young ones) to meetand study together current developmentsin mathematics and its applications. Thelectures should take place over several days(up to 5 days) in each of at least two loca-

tions, in order to give as many people aspossible the opportunity to attend. TheEMS will give some preference to lecturerswho visit institutions that might not nor-mally attract prominent lecturers or semi-nar speakers, and would prefer the geo-graphical locations of the lectures to be sig-nificantly distant from each other (forexample, North and South Europe, or Eastand West Europe), in order to maximisethe impact of the lectures.The costs of participation should bekept low, and (if possible) grants should beavailable to people from countries thatcannot afford any financial support. TheEMS will guarantee its moral support tothe selected lecture series, and will pay forthe lecturer�s travel costs and for postersadvertising the lectures within theEuropean mathematical community. It willalso do its best to help the organisers toraise funds, and is likely to offer somefinancial support to organisers for partici-pants who are young or come fromEuropean countries with financial difficul-ties.Topics (which may be single or compos-
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EUROPEAN CONGRESEUROPEAN CONGRESS OF MAS OF MATHEMATHEMATICTICS 2008S 2008Call for Bids for the 5ECM
Outline bids from possible organisers of the 2008 Congress are now invited, and should reach the EMS Secretariat by December 31,2002.   The address of the Secretariat is Mrs Tuulikki Mäkeläinen, Department of Mathematics, University of Helsinki, P.O. Box 4,FI-00014 Helsinki, Finland (Tel: +358-9-1912 2883; Fax: +358-9-1912 3213; Email: tuulikki.makelainen@helsinki.fi).  The information below may be helpful to possible organisers.  Informal discussions are welcomed, and may be addressed to theSecretary (David Brannan; Email: d.a.brannan@open.ac.uk) or any other member of the Executive Committee.
General information on ECMsEuropean Congresses of Mathematics are organised every four years: The first Congress was held in Paris in 1992, the second inBudapest in 1996, and the third in Barcelona in 2000. In 2004 the Congress will be held in Stockholm. The next free slot for aCongress is the year 2008. The Congress must be in Europe.Experience of previous Congresses suggests that the attendance might be expected to be around 1000 mathematicians. The dura-tion has so far been 5 days. 10 EMS Prizes to young outstanding European mathematicians are awarded at the opening ceremony.The Congress programme should aimed to present various new aspects of pure and applied mathematics to a wide audience, tooffer a forum for discussion of the relationship between mathematics and society in Europe, and to enhance co-operation amongmathematicians from all European countries. The standard format of previous ECMs has been:-  About 10 Plenary Lectures;-  Section Lectures for a more specialized audience, normally several held simultaneously;-  Mini-symposia;-  Film and mathematical software sessions;-  Poster Sessions;-  Round Tables.An exhibition space for mathematical societies, booksellers, etc. is required.  No official language is specified and no interpreta-tion is needed.Proceedings of the previous ECMs have been published by Birkhäuser Verlag.
Decision process for 5ECM(i) Bids were invited via this notice in the EMS Newsletter in 2001, and via letters to the EMS member societies sent out in 2001 bythe EMS Secretariat; the deadline for bids is 31st December 2002. These bids need only be outline bids giving a clear idea of theproposal and possible sources of financial and local support.(ii) Early in 2003 the Executive Committee (�EC�) of the EMS will consider the bids received.  It will invite one or more of the bidsto be set out in greater detail so that it can decide which bids are sufficiently serious options to be considered further.  The dead-line for such �worked up� bids is 30th June 2003.(iii) The EC will then create a short-list of sites that appear to offer the best possibilities for a successful Congress.(iv) The EC will then appoint a Site Committee to visit the short-listed sites between July and December 2003 to check a range ofitems in connection with the development of the Congress. For example:- Size and number of auditoriums; location and equipment.- Room for exhibitors.- Hotel rooms and dormitories; location, prices, number in different categories and transportation to lectures.- Restaurants close to Congress site, number and prices.- Accessibility and cost of travel from various parts of Europe.- Financing of the Congress; support to participants from less favoured countries in particular.- Financing for the EMS Prizes.- Experience in organizing large conferences.- Timing of the Congress.- Social events.- Plans to make publicity for Mathematics on the occasion of the Congress.(v) In 2004 the EC will make a recommendation for the site to the EMS Council on the basis of the bid documents and the SiteCommittee report. The Council will reach its decision prior to 4ECM in 2004.
Relations between the EC and the Organizing Committee of 5ECMAfter the Council decision, the local organisers will be asked to present a draft budget and an outline of the programme of theCongress. The actual Congress organisation is the responsibility of the local organisers.At least two committees must be appointed, namely the Scientific Committee and the Prize Committee. The Scientific Committeeis charged with the responsibility for conceiving the scientific programme and selecting the speakers. The Prize Committee is chargedwith the responsibility of nominating the EMS Prize-winners.For each of these committees the Chairs are suggested by the local organisers and agreed after consultation with the EC. In turn,the members of the committees are suggested by the Chairs, and are approved after consultation with the EC.The local organisers are responsible for seeking financial support for the Congress and for the meetings of its committees. Howeverthe EMS commit to provide some financial support for the travel of Eastern European mathematicians to the ECM, and would alsoassist and advice in seeking sources of funds, in particular from the EU. The EMS and the local organisers should be partners in theeffort to find funding support for the prizes.The level of the registration fees is of great importance to the success of an ECM. The EC asks that it should be involved before afinal decision on the level of fees is made; members of the EMS normally receive a reduction of some 20% on the registration fees.The EC would wish to be informed of progress at its regular meetings. The EC would be pleased to offer advice to the local organ-isers on matters such as the scientific programme, budgetary developments, registration, accommodation, publications, web site, etc.Publicity for the ECM via the EMS Newsletter and the EMIS site is strongly recommended.

Marta Sanz-Solé and David Brannan
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[This article is a translation of �Frauenund Männer in der Mathematik� whichappeared in DMV-Mitteilungen 2/2001.It is in two parts: Part 2 will appear inthe next issue.]
Studying mathematics is becoming increas-ingly popular with women but the top mathe-matical jobs are still filled by men. Why isthis? Don�t women want these jobs, can�t theyget them or are they hindered from gettingthem? The Volkswagen Foundation is sup-porting an interdisciplinary project entitled�Women in mathematics: factors determiningmathematical careers from a gender compar-ative perspective� which addresses these ques-tions and endeavours to explain the reasonsfor the divergence between the career paths ofwomen and men who have graduated inmathematics.Mathematics has become more popu-lar with women. While, for example, in1925 19%, and in 1950 20%, of first-yearmathematics students in Germany werewomen [9, 4], this figure had risen to37% in 1987 and 47% in 1998 [8]. Thenumber of women obtaining a doctoraldegree (PhD) in mathematics has dou-bled from 11% in 1988 to 22% in 1998.However, the number of women profes-sors is less than 4%, and outside acade-mia few women hold top mathematicalpositions. While the percentage ofwomen amongst first-year students ofmathematics is the same as that for othersubject areas, the percentage of womenmathematics professors is less than halfof the average percentage of women pro-fessors in all subjects (3.4% to 9%) [8].To some extent, the low number ofwomen in top mathematical positions isa result of a time lapse compared toother subjects. Since the percentage ofwomen studying and graduating inmathematics increased later than inother subjects, it seems reasonable toassume that the number of women in topmathematical positions will also increaselater. Extrapolating into the future,there will also be a very small share ofwomen (about 8%) in top mathematicalpositions. Such a low number might elic-it questions, that may provocatively beformulated as: are women not willing topursue top mathematics careers, arethey not capable of doing so, or are theyhindered by external conditions? These are the questions we areaddressing in an interdisciplinaryresearch project, which was launched in1998 at the Universities of

Kaiserslautern, (mathematical and his-torical aspects: H. Neunzert and R.Tobies) and Erlangen-Nürnberg (psy-chological aspects: A. Abele and J.Krüsken) and is supported by theVolkswagen Foundation. We are follow-ing a double strategy by collecting bothhistorical and present-day data and com-paring them. From a historical perspec-tive we look at women and men whochose mathematics as a profession at thebeginning of the 20th century andanalyse their career paths. The compar-ative data is drawn from a longitudinalstudy with women and men who gradu-ated in mathematics in 1998. By juxta-posing historical and current data, wehope to gain insights that apply to theperiod under investigation, but alsoserve to illustrate continuity and changeover the years. The focus of our interestis gender comparison, as well as a gener-al description of career paths in mathe-matics.The historical analysis is based onrecently discovered material from theArchive for Historical EducationResearch in Berlin. We analysed person-al records of 3040 Prussian mathematicsteachers who passed their mathematicsexams between 1902 and 1940, of whom462 (15.2%) were women. This �histori-cal sample� included Dr. MargareteKahn, a student of Hilbert�s (1880-1942), Dr. Clara Löbenstein (b. 1883)and the mathematics professors HelmutHasse (1898-1979), Erich Kamke (1890-1961) and Konrad Knopp (1882-1957),and is representative because Prussia wasthe largest of the German states. At thattime, students passing a mathematicsexam could either take a Staatsexamen,an examination on one major and one ortwo minor subjects taken under thesupervision of the state which was(among other things) the entrance examfor an occupational career as a teacher,or they could pass a doctoral examina-tion (an academic degree). Our histori-cal sample includes persons who passedthe Staatsexamen as well as those whopassed a doctoral examination.Nowadays, there are two ways of study-ing mathematics and two different finalexams. Mathematics students can eitherpass the Staatsexamen (as in the histori-cal sample) or they can pass the �diplo-ma� (which did not exist prior to 1942).The diploma is the final exam of acourse of studies that focus primarily onone subject, such as mathematics, and is

a university degree. Staatsexamen grad-uates can become teachers, whereasdiploma graduates cannot usuallybecome teachers but work in otherfields. The doctoral exam, which couldpreviously be passed without a priorStaatsexamen, can only be taken todayas a second academic degree � after thefirst academic degree (Staatsexamen ordiploma) and two or three years of doc-toral studies. The doctoral degree exam-ination consists of a written dissertationand an oral exam.For our analysis we conducted writteninterviews with graduates of mathemat-ics from 48 German universities, whohad either passed a Staatsexamen or adiploma. This �modern sample� consistsof 392 women (178 diploma graduatesand 214 Staatsexamen graduates) and699 men (431 diploma graduates and268 Staatsexamen graduates), and isrepresentative of German mathematicsgraduates in 1998. On average, the ques-tionnaires were completed nine monthsafter graduation; further interviews areplanned three and five years after grad-uation.The questionnaire data provided byour modern sample and the archiverecords data of our historical sample are,of course, only partly comparable. In ourmodern sample we asked questions onthe socio-economic background of thestudents, their parents, their mathemat-ical interest development, their coursesof study, and their plans for career andprivate lives: we have no such informa-tion on our historical sample. On theother hand, the teacher records in thehistorical sample contain information onlong-term career development whichour modern sample cannot yet deliver.In the historical sample, there is also nodifferentiation between Staatsexamenand diploma, because the latter was notintroduced until 1942. This differentia-tion, however, is extremely important inthe modern sample. Some data, howev-er, are available for both samples, suchas father�s profession, the respectiveages of students at the beginning andend of studies, and examination grades.This paper is a report on some of thedata analysed so far. Our presentation isdirected at three comparisons: � the time comparison �then and now�; � the degree comparison �diploma ver-sus Staatsexamen�; � the gender comparison �women versusmen�. 
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WWomen and Men in Mathematics:omen and Men in Mathematics:Then and Now � Part 1
Andrea E. Abele, Helmut Neunzert, Renate Tobies and Jan Krüsken



The gender comparison can be con-ducted with all data. The then-nowcomparison is possible only when com-parable data are available from bothsamples. The diploma�Staatsexamencomparison is possible only for themodern sample.In Part 1 we consider the first of these com-parisons; the others will be discussed in Part2.
Then and nowHistorically, the socio-economic backgroundof women students was different from that ofmen; today this is not the case.In the historical sample, women moreoften had fathers with an academic edu-cation than men (45% to 27%). In themodern sample, the parents� education-al level is generally higher (40% havefathers, and 21% have both parents withan academic education) and there is nodifference between women and menwith regard to the fathers� level of edu-cation (42% of women and 39% of menhave fathers with an academic educa-tion). However, these figures are notspecific to mathematics students butapply to students from all subject areas.In the past, women students came moreoften from educated and wealthy back-grounds than men [3, 5, 6], because anacademic education for a daughter wascostly and not customary. Today thegeneral level of education has risen con-siderably and the support given todaughters is more or less equal to thatfor sons.
Historically, education opportunities werevery different for women and men; today,they are the same.At the beginning of the 20th century theeducation system was very different.Education was sex-segregated, and until1908 the only opportunities open towomen for a mathematics or natural sci-ence education were of a private nature.A decree, signed on 18 August 1908,made Prussia the first German state tointroduce mathematics and natural sci-ence courses in its �Higher SecondarySchools for Girls�; Bavaria followed in1910. From 1908, new educationalopportunities for girls emerged, such ascolleges offering the humanities (withGreek and Latin), Realgymnasium (withmore mathematics and science, plusLatin and modern languages) andOberrealschulen (no ancient languages,but modern languages and more math-ematics and science courses). After1909, there was also a so-called �fourthway� to obtain the Matura, the prerequi-site school-leaving certificate for univer-

sity admission from the Oberlyzeum (pri-vate secondary schools for girls), whereyoung women could obtain teachingcertificates for intermediate and highersecondary girls� schools in the publicsector. The introduction of mathematicsand natural science courses had reper-cussions for the choices of study.According to the figures provided bythe Prussian statistics, mathematics wasthe third most popular choice (afterphilology and medicine) between 1909and 1919 [11, pp. 22ff.]. As the legaciesof several women mathematicians makeclear, apart from an interest in mathe-matics the decision was taken becausenew possibilities opened up for earninga living, as women were now allowed totake up careers as mathematics or nat-ural science teachers at public sec-ondary education institutions forwomen.Co-education of girls and boys is thenorm today. Whether secondary schoolmathematics is less motivating for girlsthan for boys is the subject of much dis-cussion (see [7]), but is not the subjectof our project. In the modern samplethere are no differences between womenand men with regard to the types ofschools they had attended, or the levelof courses they had completed. 64%said that mathematics was theirfavourite subject at school, and womensaid so even more than men (67% versus61%). Regardless of gender, all respon-dents in our modern sample attestedthat their interest in mathematics datedfrom an early age: 46% during primaryschool, and a further 32% by the middleof secondary education. 17% had had amathematical role model and for 38%someone had promoted their interest inmathematics (a �mentor�).
Study duration has lengthened in recenttimes and study behaviour has changed.While students in the historical samplestudied less than 10 semesters, studyduration in our modern sample hasincreased to roughly 12 semesters, forboth women and men. The age at whichwomen conclude their studies is nearlythe same in both samples (historically27.1, today 26.8 years), a result of thecompensating tendencies to studylonger today, and historically to havetaken courses prior to entering universi-ty. In the historical sample, for exam-ple, 44% of the women gained admis-sion to university by taking the �fourthway�, described above, after havingobtained a teaching certificate: someeven worked as teachers beforeenrolling at university. The age of men
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Table 1. Examination grades in mathematics1902/1940 1998/1999Staatsexamen DiplomaWomen Men Women Men Women MenN=381 N=1864 N=205 N=206 N=176 N=428Grade* 2.17 2.21 2.14 2.12 1.67 1.60* Grades with honours weighted with 0.75, others according to grade scale. Rounded to two decimal places.

at graduation in the modern sample ishigher than in the historical sample(27.6 years to 25.8). This is partly dueto the fact that nowadays young menusually complete their civil or militaryservice before taking up their studies,whereas in the historical sample, theyusually completed it after graduation.At the beginning of the 20th century,students changed university more oftenthan today. In the historical sample 65%of the students changed university atleast once, regardless of gender, whiletoday�s figure is only 10%. On the otherhand, the percentage of students who(partially) pursue their studies in anoth-er country was a lot smaller in the his-torical sample than today: (women 20%,men 16%). A clear change in the waywomen and men study can be seen inthe fact that in the present sample 93%had a part-time job in addition to theirstudies, whereas in the historical sampleonly 12% of the women and 7% of themen worked parallel to their studies, orhad the chance to do so. However, thesechanges are not specific to mathematics,but are evident in all subjects [5].
The achievements of women and men were,and are, equal.Historically and currently women andmen achieve the same examinationresults (see Table 1 below): the gradesrun from 1 (very good) to 6 (insuffi-cient). In the modern sample there isonly a difference between Staatsexamenand diploma exams, which is a result ofdifferent grading and examinationpractices. A comparison of the gradesreached in the Staatsexamen in the twosamples show a remarkable similarity atthe beginning and the end of the 20thcentury.In the modern sample we also collect-ed data on school grade point averages.Our sample had a better grade-pointaverage (M = 1.9) than the respectiveyear�s cohort (M = 2.4) indicating thatmathematics students achieve highergrades than other school leavers. Therewere only two gender differences: menreported more informatics and comput-er science experience than women, andwomen reported more additional quali-fications than men, such as speakingmore than one foreign language andhaving further job qualifications.
Both historically and at present there areslight gender differences in the minors cho-sen by women and men with majors in math-ematics.In the historical sample, teachers withmajors in mathematics had degrees in



one to four minors as well. Usually, theyacquired a teaching certificate for threesubjects. Regardless of gender, the mostlikely combination was mathematics,physics and chemistry (women 40%,men 38%). Women chose physics moreoften as a minor, men more often as asecond major. Today, Staatsexamen stu-dents usually take only two subjects andthe most frequent combinations aremathematics and physics, or mathemat-ics and chemistry. In contrast to the his-torical sample, Staatsexamen womentoday choose physics less frequently as aminor than Staatsexamen men (women20%, men 45%). However, among thediploma graduates men and womenhardly differed in the percentage ofphysics chosen as a minor (women 16%,men 17%).Nowadays, subject areas such as prob-ability theory and statistics are wellliked among students, and (indepen-dent of gender) many graduates havepassed their written exams in theseareas. Historically, they were not avail-able at the German universities. In thehistorical sample there was a great gen-der difference in the choice of �appliedmathematics�, introduced in 1898 (3%women, 21% men), but this may be dueto the fact that women at that time hadalmost no chance of pursuing a careerand earning money in areas outside theeducational system. In 1898 mathemat-ics included representative geometry,technical mechanics and geodesy (com-bined with probability). The range ofchoice of mandatory subjects wasextended in the following two decadesto include astronomy, insurance andfinance mathematics, statistics, hydro-dynamics and aerodynamics [10]. Aneducation in applied mathematics pre-pared students for jobs at higher tech-nical education institutions or in indus-

try and the private sector.Today there are specific studies anddiploma certificates for different orien-tations within mathematics � forinstance, mathematics directed towardsapplications in technical fields or ineconomics. Within these new diplomacourses men more often chose informat-ics (computer engineering) as a minor(men 42%, women 32%). Conversely,women chose economics as a minormore often than men (women 32%, men25%). These slight differences in the choiceof study minor between men andwomen, both historically and currently,may be interpreted as pragmatic behav-iour. Applied mathematics was not apromising career perspective forwomen at the beginning of the 20thcentury, and so they chose this speciali-sation less frequently than men. Today,informatics and economics are equiva-lent minors with regard to future careerprospects, and women and men arecomparably pragmatic. However, it

seems that there is a slight gender dif-ference in interest for application ofmathematics to economics (womenmore interest) or to the natural andtechnical sciences (men more interest).
The number of women and men obtaining adoctoral degree has remained similar.In the historical sample, 104 women(22.5%) and 676 men (26.2%) wereawarded a PhD. Of these, one-thirdpassed the doctoral examination withmathematics as major, and two-thirdswith other majors. Men often chosephysics as a non-mathematical major,while women chose biology and philoso-phy as often as physics (see Figure 1).Regarding publications after the PhD,there were only small gender differ-ences. The record cards of 12 women(2.6%) and 121 men (4.7%) recordedsuch work.Of course, participants of our modernsample may not yet have passed theirPhD exams yet. We therefore askedthem whether they intended to pass adoctoral exam. They indicated theirintention on a 5-point likelihood scaleranging from �not at all� to �certain�. Regarding diploma graduates, 21% ofwomen and 25% of men declared theirintention as �certain�, which neatly cor-responds to the historical data. If weadd the answers of �certain� and �veryprobable�, then 24% female diplomagraduates and 32% male diploma grad-uates intended to pass a PhD. Thesepercentages also correspond very wellwith the percentages of doctoraldegrees actually awarded in recent years(see [8, 10]). Among the Staatsexamengraduates, however, only 9% of bothwomen and men assessed their inten-tion of passing a doctoral exam as �cer-tain� or �very probable�. Irrespective ofgender, the most important reason forwishing to take a doctoral exam wasinterest in science. There were also nogender differences in the content areaof the dissertation (as the written part ofthe doctoral study): probabilitytheory/statistics, numerics and optimi-sation were the most named areas. Thiscontradicts the occasionally heard asser-tion that women choose future-oriented 
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Fig 2



areas of mathematics less often thanmen (see [3]).
Career entry is similar between women andmen.In the historical sample there were nogender differences up to graduation(Staatsexamen, PhD), and nor werethere gender differences in the numberof students working as research assis-tants at the university, usually beforegraduation (11 women, 2.4%; 93 men,3.6%). There were no gender differ-ences either in the Studienassessor exam-inations taken by 84.2% of the womenand 85.7% of the men: this last-namedexamination no longer exists. At thattime, however, it was an exam at theend of two years� practical work anddidactic training as a teacher after grad-uation. It was thus the first step on thecareer ladder of a Gymnasium teacher.In the modern sample, nine monthsafter their graduation, 77% of the diplo-ma students had a job, 6% had firmprospects of work, 8% had a PhD grant,4% were still looking for work and 5%were currently not looking for work(they intended to go on with furthercourses, had to serve their military orcivil service, or had private reasons fornot wishing to have a job at that time).There are no gender differences inthese numbers, and nor were there gen-der differences with respect to areas ofwork (university versus private sector)or salary (see Figure 2). Our study par-ticipants had an extremely rapid andsuccessful start to their careers.There were no gender differenceseither with regard to the Staatsexamengraduates. In the German educationalsystem, Staatsexamen graduates whowant to become teachers have to under-go a mandatory second part of practicaltraining as a schoolteacher, which con-cludes with the so-called �secondStaatsexamen�. In our sample, three-quarters of the Staatsexamen graduateswere in this second part of practicaltraining, 5% had decided not to work asteachers and had other appointments inmathematics, and 17% wanted tobecome teachers but had decided topostpone the second part of trainingbecause they first wanted to realiseother plans.
Historically, women were discriminatedagainst in their further careers.Despite achieving the same degree withthe same grades, and despite a similartransition from university to the work-ing world, the women�s further careerdevelopment in our historical samplewas less successful than their male col-leagues� career development. For exam-ple, while the careers of 36% of thewomen mathematicians ended at thelevel of Studienassessor, only 16.3% ofthe men �got stuck� at this level. 59.1%of the women in our historical sampleachieved permanent positions in highereducation institutions, as opposed to71.9% of the men. 

Women also had to wait longer thanmen to obtain a permanent teachingposition. These Prussian women teach-ers were almost exclusively unmarriedand childless (only 1% of the femaleteachers were married then [5]),because the law decreeing the �celibacy�of female civil servants and subsequentlaws made the combination of careerwith marriage/family virtually impossi-ble for women [11, p. 38]. An analysis ofthe reasons as to why some of thefemale teachers left their jobs alsoshows that career and family were thenvirtually incompatible. The most impor-tant reason to quit one�s position wasmarriage (for women) and bad health(for men). In view of the virtual impos-sibility of combining work and family,few women in the historical samplewould voluntarily step off the careerladder. Our data clearly shows thatwomen teachers were strongly discrimi-nated against at the beginning of the20th century, also with regard to differ-ences in salary (see [3, 5, 6]).Today�s legislation no longer discrim-inates against women; data from ourmodern sample�s further career devel-opment will show whether there areother (and perhaps more subtle) formsof discrimination that still hinderwomen in their careers.
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Executive summary for authors ofresearch papers in journalsThe number of mathematical papers thatare stored or circulated as electronic files isincreasing steadily.  It is important thatcopyright agreements should keep in stepwith this development, and not inhibitmathematical authors or their publishersfrom making best use of the electronicmedium together with more traditionalmedia.  While most mathematicians haveno desire to learn the subtleties of copy-right law, there are some general principlesthat they should keep in mind when dis-cussing copyright for research papers withtheir publishers.1. A copyright agreement with your pub-lisher is a bargain struck between hisinterests and yours.  You are entitled tolook out for your interests.  Most journalpublishers have a standard copyrightform, and may be unwilling to vary it forindividual authors.  But nothing pre-vents you from asking, if you see roomfor improvement.  Pressure fromauthors may lead publishers to changetheir standard contracts.2. Three groups of people have an interestin your paper:- Yourself and your employer (who mayin some countries be automatically theoriginal copyright holder and hence aparty to the copyright agreement);- The journal publisher;- Users of paper who are not parties tothe copyright agreement, includingreaders and libraries.One of the main purposes of your copy-right agreement is to control how yourpublisher or you make the paper avail-able to this third group.  Publishers willhardly allow individual authors to dic-tate agreements with libraries.  But ifyou know that a certain journal publish-er makes life hard for libraries, you cantake this into account when choosingwhere to submit your paper.3. There is no ideal copyright agreementfor all situations.  But in general youragreement should contain the followingfeatures:- You allow your publisher to publish thepaper, including all required attach-ments if it is an electronic paper.- You give your publisher rights toauthorise other people or institutions tocopy your paper under reasonable con-ditions, and to abstract and archive yourpaper.- Your publisher allows you to makereprints of the paper electronically avail-able in a form that makes it clear wherethe paper is published.

- You promise your publisher that youhave taken all reasonable steps to ensurethat your paper contains nothing that islibellous or infringes copyright.- Your publisher will authorise reprint-ing of your paper in collections and willtake all reasonable steps to inform youwhen he does this.4. Should you grant full copyright to thepublisher?  In some jurisdictions it isimpossible to transfer full copyrightfrom author to publisher; instead theauthor gives the publisher an exclusiveright to do the things that publishersneed to do, and these things need to bespelt out in the agreement.  This way ofproceeding is possible in all jurisdic-tions, and it has the merit of being clearand honest about what is allowed orrequired.The copyright checklist was written byWilfrid Hodges, was approved and is rec-ommended by the Committee onElectronic Information and Commun-ication of the International MathematicalUnion (IMU).  The executive summary wasendorsed by the Executive Committee ofthe IMU in its 68th session in Princeton,NJ, 14-15 May 2001.
What do you want from your publisher?An annotated checklist for mathematical authorsA copyright agreement with your publisheris a signed undertaking that he will do ornot do certain things, and you will do ornot do certain other things.  If you are won-dering how to get a fair deal in this agree-ment, you should start by asking what youwant your publisher to do for you, and whatyou are prepared to let your publisher ask

from you.  The checklist below may helpyou to make sure that you have not missedany important points.The agreement is a bargain struckbetween your interests and those of yourpublisher.  For example, both you and yourpublisher have a common interest in stop-ping your work being plagiarised by otherpeople.  But if your publisher is expected totake plagiarists to court at his expense, hemay well feel entitled to redress the balanceby asking you for something else that hewants but you may not.Changes in the law and technology arecontinually altering the balance betweenauthor and publisher.  So you shouldn�tfeel inhibited about telling your publisher ifyou feel that some change in the copyrightform sent to you by your publisher wouldmake it a fairer deal.  (Your publisher is notinhibited about changing his form wherehe feels it�s appropriate.)  Because of thecosts involved, the publisher is more likelyto be willing to discuss the contract for abook than for a journal article; but even forjournal articles, pressure from authors maylead a publisher to change his standardcontract.So far as possible, we have avoided legalterminology in the checklist.  This is for tworeasons.  The first is to make the pointsclearer and more direct.  The second is thatthere are still enormous differencesbetween one legal system and another,though the differences are gradually nar-rowing under the pressure of internationaltrade. For example �copyright� in the USAand its nearest equivalent in France, �droitd�auteur�, are really quite different con-cepts; and the German and British legalsystems make different assumptions aboutwho is the initial owner of a work.  Differentlegal systems have different ways of deliver-ing the balance that you want.We assume you are a mathematician andnot a lawyer.  So how can you draft a clausethat gets the effect you wanted?  You canstart from what your publisher proposes,using your common sense.  The points inthe checklist below all carry notes aboutthings to look out for, and in several caseswe point out things that matter in particu-lar countries.  We hope these resources willbe enough for you; if not, you may need tofind a friendly lawyer.
P is Publisher (assumed male).1. Things you might allow P to doPublish your work.Make sure that it�s clear what the �work� is,especially if it involves electronic items.There is also a question whether it is�your� work.  Of course you will know if you  
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stole it from someone.  But even if youwrote the paper entirely on your own, youmay not realise that your employer canclaim ownership of your mathematicalwork.In France and Germany this can�t arise.But in any English-speaking country youwould be wise to check your contract ofemployment to see what it says about thecopyright in works that you wrote as part ofyour employment, particularly if you areworking for a government agency.  Bewarned also that your contract of employ-ment need not be the end of the story,because the law in different countriesmakes different assumptions about copy-right ownership if your contract of employ-ment is not specific about it.  For example,in Canada the assumption is that youremployer holds the copyright unless yourcontract of employment says otherwise;though as author you have certain rightsover the publication of articles written byyou.  If you are a US public servant and thework was done as part of your officialduties, then there is no copyright in it with-in the US, though there may be outside theUS; if you are in this position you probablyknow where to seek advice on the matter.In France it is essential that your copy-right agreement says explicitly that P isallowed to publish the work.
Distribute free copies under certain conditions.This raises no legal problems.
Authorise other people or institutions to publishcopies of your work.For example, you probably want to allowoffprint services to distribute offprints ofyour work, and to charge a fee for copies.
Authorise other people or institutions to makecopies of your work under certain restricted con-ditions.This is a very important clause.  Studentsand researchers need to be able to makephotocopies of your written papers or partsof your books.  If your work is electronic,then nobody can load it onto their comput-er or bring it up on their screen withoutcopying it (from disk or Internet to RAM,from RAM to screen); so for electronicworks this clause is absolutely essential.Usually P takes responsibility for negoti-ating licences for colleges and libraries;though P may contract this out to anagency.  Your contract must give P permis-sion to do this, though P will notice if youask him to accept a contract that doesn�t.You should try to avoid details at this point,because there are many subtleties that youprobably aren�t aware of.  (For example,should electronic access from the college becontrolled by password, IP address ordomain name?)  Librarians and publishersboth complain bitterly that the other sideoften makes unreasonable demands; it�sbest that you keep out of these fights.
Authorise other people to make derivative uses ofyour work, such as reviewing or indexing.For normal scientific reviewing, fair use orequivalent rules will usually allow the smallamount of copying that may be involved.

But creating an abstract, or quoting moreextensively than is required for purposes ofscholarly comment, may fall outside theserules.  If you grant P the right to handlesuch matters, dealing with requests for usessuch as these will generally fall to P�s �rightsand permissions� department.
2. Things you might require P to doPay youThis normally applies only to books.  Thereare some journals and conference proceed-ings for which you have to pay P.
Anything under 1 aboveIt�s up to P what he will accept along theselines; but he will not usually accept anobligation to publish without a clause thatthe work must be of acceptable quality.  Butin any case you and P have a commoninterest in having people or libraries buythe work.
Advertise the publication of your work adequate-lyThis applies to books rather than journalpapers.  It is not a thing that publishers willnormally accept as an obligation.Nevertheless one does meet authors whohave a grievance about the way their workwas advertised.  There is nothing to pre-vent you asking for such a clause, particu-larly if P is one of those charming publish-ers who threaten to give your book lessfavourable treatment if you don�t go alongwith their other requests on the copyrightform. 
Let you know when other people ask for or aregiven permission to republish the workYou can reasonably ask to be informed if achapter of your book is going to appear insomeone�s collection; you can�t reasonablyask to be informed every time an offprint isissued.Also P will be a fool to give you a cast-ironguarantee in this clause.  By the time Pneeds to send you the information, youmay have left the country and be impossi-ble to trace.  Any clause of this kind shouldrequire P only to use �best endeavours� (orsome similar phrase) to get the informationto you.
Update the electronic format of electronic mater-ial as the advance of technology requiresYou are in uncharted territory here.  It ismore sensible to require this for electronicmaterial in a standard text format than it isfor graphics files that may need some par-ticular software application to run them.  Pmay reasonably insist on a �best endeav-ours� clause in any case.Some publishers say explicitly that theywill not patch up your files if these areincompetently written.  This is a very rea-sonable requirement, and you shouldassume too that P will not sort out the messif you have used an outdated format (forexample, an obsolete version of TeX).
Take legal proceedings against plagiaristsP would be stupid to accept this obligationwithout very severe restrictions.  Legal pro-ceedings are expensive and sometimes the

chance of conviction is low.  Also, as itstands this is an obligation into the indefi-nite future (or at least until the copyrightlapses, which in North America is normally70 years after the death of the author); whyshould P lumber himself with this?  Youshould rest in the knowledge that plagia-rism is a threat to P as well as to you.Note that in most countries P will not bein any position to take plagiarists to court ifP doesn�t have a legal interest in the work.But the details vary from country to coun-try.
3. Things you might require P not to doAlter your work.By international agreement you as authorhave a moral right to claim authorship ofyour work and to object to any distortion,mutilation or other modification of it whichwould be prejudicial to your honour or rep-utation.  Like all moral rights, this stayswith you for ever and it doesn�t need to bestated in the copyright agreement; but dif-ferent countries have taken different stepsto safeguard this right.In any event the moral right is rathervague.  You may want to demand some-thing stricter, for example that no changeis made in the text of your paper.  Don�t besurprised if P puts restrictions.  For exam-ple, P has to protect himself against possi-ble libel or plagiarism by you; he may insiston being able to make alterations that arenecessary for legal reasons, and he won�twant to be delayed by having to check withyou first.  (This arises particularly with elec-tronic files that P keeps on his website.  Hecan hardly alter journals already deliveredto libraries.)  In return you can reasonablyinsist that any such emergency alteration isapproved by an academic editor.Don�t be surprised either if P insists onbeing able to make purely electronic or for-matting adjustments; this is reasonable.
4. Things P might want you to doGuarantee that the work has not previouslybeen published, and that you are not simul-taneously offering it to another publisher.As it stands, this prevents P from pub-lishing a work of yours which has alreadybeen published, even when the person whoholds the necessary authority has autho-rised P to republish.  But if P knows thatthis is the situation and still wants to pub-lish, P will presumably withdraw the clause.There can be a tricky scenario when theprevious publication was on paper, verylikely before electronic publication wasinvented, and the proposed new publica-tion is electronic.  Both you and P need tobe sure that the previous publisher can�tstop you making the new publication.  Thismay depend not only on the text of the ear-lier copyright agreement, but also on thelegal system of the country in question.Unless you are extremely sure of your situ-ation, find the copyright agreement withthe previous publisher and show it to a reli-able lawyer.Guarantee that you are legally entitled togive P the rights that you are claiming togive him.Caution here. Unless you are very sure of
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the full facts, you should never do morethan guarantee that you have taken all rea-sonable steps to make sure you are entitled.For example, an electronic paper maycontain software that some company issuedas freeware, but later the company changedits mind and demanded that users of thesoftware should pay for a licence.  You (andhence P) may still be legally liable, thoughyou may be able to plead in mitigation thatyou didn�t know about the change.  This isvery uncommon, but the fact that it canhappen at all should warn you to take carewith a clause like (b).Guarantee that the work contains no libelor other material that shouldn�t be pub-lished.You can agree to this more safely than(b), but you should still be careful, particu-larly in Britain where the libel laws are stiff.Include a confidentiality clause, or askfor part of the agreement to be by a verbalunderstanding rather than a written con-tract.There might be a good reason for these,but common sense suggests you should beextremely suspicious.  If you do havegrounds for suspicion, you might ask for aclause saying that no oral statement shouldbe taken into account apart from the text,which should be taken to constitute theentire agreement.
5. Things P might want you not to doPublish the work yourself.This includes keeping the work on a publicwebsite after P has published it.  If you havegiven somebody else an explicit licence toinclude it in their website, then in generalyou can�t prevent them keeping the workon their site; but usually in such cases thelicence is implicit, so that you can write tothe owner withdrawing the licence, and theowner is then obliged to remove the workfrom the site.The legal terminology of most countriesallows three possibilities:(i) If you have given an �exclusive licence�to P, then this prevents you from pub-lishing the work yourself or authorisinganyone else to publish it.  P on theother hand can do with your work whatyou license him to do, and nothingmore.(ii) If you give P a �non-exclusive licence�,this entitles you to publish the workyourself and authorise other people topublish it; but in this case P may verywell ask you to promise not to authorisethird parties to publish the work, exceptunder strict conditions (see (c) below).Again P can do whatever you licensehim to do.  (Don�t be bullied by pub-lishers who warn you that if you opt forthis kind of agreement they will beinhibited in disseminating your book.With their agreement, you can licensethem to do whatever you want them todo.)(iii)If you have �assigned copyright� to P,then all authority over the work passesto P.  This prevents you from publish-ing the work yourself or authorisinganyone else to publish it; except that Pmay give you in return a (non-exclusive)

licence to publish under certain condi-tions.  Recently many publishers havebeen moving towards this arrangement,that you assign copyright but receive acarefully circumscribed exclusivelicence, as a way of heading offdemands from authors that they shouldretain copyright.  A typical clause of thiskind might allow you - to make copies for classroom teach-ing, - to make copies for distribution to col-leagues in your own institution, - to use the work in later publicationsof your own (including lectures), - to keep the work on your own web-site.
In Germany, (iii) is technically impossi-ble, but German publishers sometimesrefer to (i) as �transfer of copyright�.In the US (where the terminology of (i)-(iii) does apply), your legal rights and thoseof P don�t depend on copyright being reg-istered with the Copyright Office.  But ifyou are a US resident and want to use yourcopyright as a basis for suing someone, youmust have registered; moreover, if youwant to sue for statutory damages andattorney�s fees, you must have registeredeither before the plagiarism occurred, orwithin three months of first publication.  Incases (i) and (ii), you hold the copyrightand you will need to register it yourself.  Incase (iii), P holds the copyright and may askyou to state in the contract that you allow Pto register it.

Authorise someone else to publish or copy thework.This has become a real problem, where apublisher holds the copyright on a bookthat is out of print and is unwilling torepublish it (or to republish it with changesthat you want to make), though other pub-lishers are willing.  So in case (a)(iii) youshould consider insisting on a clause that Pwill agree to grant a licence to another pub-lisher on reasonable terms if the book goesout of print.If you insist on being able to authorisefurther publication or copying yourself,bear in mind that for people who want topublish or copy, P may be much easier tofind than you, particularly if P is a famouspublishing house.  You can make yourself alittle easier to reach by entering into a col-lective licensing scheme, such as those runby the UK Copyright Licensing Agency orthe US Copyright Clearance Center, or anysimilar Collection Society.  Some publishersspecifically exclude registration with alicensing agency even if you retain copy-right; this is a bit of a cheek and you mightwant to press them on it.
Publish a revised or upgraded version of thework yourself.This possibility arises very easily if the workis published electronically; you are boundto be tempted to correct false theorems,and maybe to attach relevant programswhen they become available.  But it can alsoarise with printed work, for example if youretain copyright, and then later you allow

another publisher to include some of thework in a published collection, and youupdate the work for this new publication.If you do retain copyright and P is askingfor a restriction of this kind, you will needto agree with P a way of drawing a linebetween the kinds of revised publicationthat will devalue P�s version unacceptablyand those that won�t.  You are on your ownhere � there are no standard agreed for-mulations.  (But some may emerge as itbecomes commoner for authors to retaincopyright.) 
Publish (or authorise someone else to publish) thework without its including an acknowledgmentthat the first publication was by P, with a full ref-erence to that publication.This is a common clause in contracts thatallow you to publish the work yourself.  Itseems very reasonable.  Sometimes P willrequire that the acknowledgment is in asuitably prominent place, for example onthe first page.
Revoke the contract.It�s normal to make copyright agreementsirrevocable by either party.  But if you andthe publisher agree, there is nothing in thelaw to prevent you granting copyright orlicence for a limited period or in a restrict-ed area of the world, or simply leaving itopen for either party to revoke the contractafter first publication.
6. Other considerationsWhich country�s laws apply?A copyright contract should contain a�jurisdiction clause�, saying what jurisdic-tion applies; sometimes it does this by say-ing where the parties can sue.  If both pub-lisher and author are in the same country(or the same legal jurisdiction, e.g., a stateof the US, or Scotland), the law makes thedefault assumption that the laws of thatcountry or jurisdiction apply.  The legal sit-uation is very complicated if publisher andauthor are in different countries and thecontract contains no jurisdiction clause. Define your terms. There are any num-ber of anecdotes about authors gettingcaught out by not realising how a word inthe contract might be interpreted.  Forexample, your contract should probablydefine what it counts as �publication�, oravoid the word altogether; otherwise youmay find in US law that a free distributiondoesn�t count as publication.  Your defini-tions don�t have to agree with some stan-dard legal definition; they do their job ifthey make clear what the parties to the con-tract had in mind.
Acknowledgements: My thanks to EvaBayer-Fluckiger, John Ewing, SusanHezlet, Gary Lea, Ulf Rehmann, LaurentSiebenmann and Bernd Wegner, for theircomments on an earlier version, thoughthey are not responsible for any mistakes offact or judgement.
Wilfrid Hodges, School of MathematicalSciences, Queen Mary, University of London,Mile End Road, London E1 4NS, UK; e-mail:w.hodges@qmw.ac.uk
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Bento de Jesus Caraça was born in VilaViçosa, Alentejo, Portugal. He studied eco-nomics at the Instituto Superior deCiências Económicas e Financeiras,University of Lisbon, where he later taughtinfinitesimal analysis as Assistant (1919),becoming Extraordinary Professor (1927)and Full Professor of Higher Mathematics(calculus, analytical geometry, probabilitiesand applications) in 1929.In mathematics, he published influen-tial undergraduate textbooks, Interpolação eIntegração Numérica (1933), Cálculo Vectorial(1937), and Lições de Álgebra e Análise(1935-40). About these books, the mathe-matician Sebastião e Silva wrote: 

For the first time, mathematics has been present-ed by someone who lives the profession with thesoul of an apostle and of an artist. Caraça was also the author of ConceitosFundamentais da Matemática (1942), whichhas become a central reference for scientif-ic popularisation in Portugal. This remark-able best-seller, also very popular in Brazil,aims to provide a core of knowledge for awide audience of non-specialists, whocould be fascinated by the ideas, conceptsand beauty of mathematical topics. Thebook consists of three parts, entitledNumbers, Functions and Continuity. Thegenesis of the concepts is analysed, andmathematics is presented in an historical

context as a product of human social activ-ity.Caraça also wrote biographies ofnotable and inspiring people, such as Abel,Galois, Galileo, Leonardo da Vinci,Romain Rolland and RabindranathTagore, and philosophical texts about cul-ture.Caraça was a gifted speaker. He con-tributed to newspapers and magazines andpromoted relevant cultural events inPortugal, artistic meetings, scientific con-ferences and courses, with the main pur-pose of promoting people�s culture.Most of these events took place at theUniversidade Popular Portuguesa, an insti-tution where progressive intellectualityand enlightened members of the workingclasses could discuss cultural and scientifictopics. Bento Caraça was president ofUniversidade Popular for many years, andhis activity here was very emblematic,focused on the culturalisation of peopleand on the defence of democratic values.Another remarkable responsibility was theBiblioteca Cosmos, one of the most signifi-cant cultural achievements of the twentiethcentury in Portugal. Under Caraça�s lead-ership Cosmos published over 114 titles cov-ering different fields of knowledge inabout eight years.He introduced methods ofEconometrics in Portugal. In 1938, hefounded Centro de Estudos de MatemáticaAplicados à Economia, of which he was chair-man. In 1940 he founded the SociedadePortuguesa de Matemática, of which he waspresident for two years (1942-44), andfounded and edited the journal Gazeta deMatemática.In 1946, Caraça was expelled from hisuniversity teaching position. He was perse-cuted by the political police under the dic-tatorship and imprisoned at Aljube. Therewere many cases of political persecution,and victims included university teachers �in particular, mathematicians. BentoCaraça died on 25 June 1948. Crowds ofpeople of all social classes joined togetherin the streets of Lisbon in a spontaneoustribute to the Master and to the citizen.Caraça was a man of culture devoted tothe pursuit of knowledge, and a talentedteacher. In his classes he had a singularstyle, his fascinating way of presenting sub-jects was so rare that he was seen in theacademic community as an idol. He was apioneer of Portuguese organisations forpeace and international movementsagainst World War II. He participated inan artistic and literary movement known asneo-realism. His scientific and philosophicwork can be characterised by a question-ability of the man himself and his positionin a contemporary world, putting complexdemands to human existence. He is one ofthe personalities who marked Portugueselife in the twentieth century.
Natália Bebiano is Full Professor of theDepartment of Mathematics at the University ofCoimbra, Portugal; this article is based on a lec-ture commemorating the centenary of BentoCaraça�s birth, given at the University of Évoraon 23 November 2001.
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This year marks the sesquicentenary of thebirth in London on 2 July 1852 of WilliamBurnside, who today is known principallyfor his contributions to group theory.  (Heis inevitably sometimes confused with hiscontemporary, the Irish mathematicianWilliam Snow Burnside (1839-1920),author with A. W. Panton of a Theory ofEquations: our Burnside was of Scottishdescent.)  The death of his father in 1858left the family in straitened circumstances.William was educated at Christ�s Hospital,the �Bluecoat School�, where he was toppupil in the mathematical school, and in1871 he was awarded a mathematicalscholarship to St John�s College,Cambridge.In his first year at Cambridge, Burnsidewas a member of the St John�s Boat Clubwhich was Head of the River.  For reasonsthat are unclear, during his second year hemoved to Pembroke College, where hecontributed to the Boat Club as coach andoar (usually Seven) for the rest of his timein Cambridge: it is not considered entirelycoincidental that in this time thePembroke boat rose from twenty-fifth tofourth in the May races.  Burnside was joint second wrangler in1875, and came first in the Smith�s PrizeExamination.  He was then awarded a fel-lowship at Pembroke, where he remaineduntil the summer of 1885, when he becameProfessor of Mathematics at the RoyalNaval College at Greenwich.  He resignedhis Pembroke fellowship on his marriagein 1886.At Greenwich Burnside taught mathe-matics to seamen and naval architects.  Hewas well paid � the professors� salary was

£600 per annum � and had time to pursuehis own mathematical interests.  He seemsto have maintained his links withCambridge, sometimes attending HenryFrederick Baker�s Saturday seminar or �teaparty�, and he remained highly regardedat Pembroke where he became anHonorary Fellow in 1900.   On the death ofSir George Gabriel Stokes in 1903 he wasoffered the Mastership of Pembroke,which he declined, either for financial rea-sons or because he wished to avoid the con-comitant administrative responsibilities.He took an active part in the LondonMathematical Society, serving on Councilfor many years and being President 1906-08, and was elected Fellow of the RoyalSociety in 1893.Burnside remained at the Royal NavalCollege until his retirement in 1919.  Helived in south-east London and on hisretirement moved to West Wickham, wherehis house Cotleigh in High Street is nowthe HSBC Bank.  His wife AlexandrinaUrquhart came from Poolewe in Ross-shire(north-west Scotland) and they regularlyvisited the family croft there, whereWilliam could indulge his love for fishing.Their five children (there were no grand-children) are still remembered in Poolewe.There are hints that that Burnside couldpresent a rather stern personality whenpeople did not come up to the high stan-dards that he set for himself and others,but he was held in affection by his navalstudents, who on his retirement presentedhim with a handsome illuminated address(now in Pembroke College Library).Initially an applied mathematician,Burnside published his first paper ongroup theory in 1893.  His Theory of groupsof finite order (1897) was the first book inEnglish on group theory: a considerablyrevised second edition appeared in 1911.Burnside wrote in the first edition: No simple group of odd order is at presentknown to exist.  An investigation � wouldundoubtedly lead � to results of importance.  It was almost seventy years before Feitand Thompson would show that indeed allgroups of odd order are soluble.  This wastypical of Burnside�s ability to identifyfruitful problems: another example wasthe �Burnside Problem� (is a finitely-gener-ated group of finite exponent necessarilyfinite?) which he proposed in 1902 andwhich also led to significant areas of twen-tieth-century mathematics.  Towards the end of his life, Burnsidebecame interested in probability theory,writing a book, Theory of Probability that waspublished posthumously in 1928.William Burnside died on 21 August1927 and is buried in West WickhamParish Church, where his grave is markedby a Celtic cross.  His collected papers,edited by Peter M. Neumann, A. J. S.Mann and Julia Tompson and including anumber of essays about Burnside�s mathe-matics by distinguished scholars, will short-ly be published by Oxford University Press.
Tony Mann [a.mann@gre.ac.uk] is at theUniversity of Greenwich, UK, which is locatedat the Royal Naval College.

WWilliamilliamBurnside Burnside (b. 1852)Tony Mann (Greenwich)

The 2002 FerranSunyer iBalaguer prizeawarded toAlexanderLubotsky, DanSegal and AndréUnterbergerThe lnstitut d�Estudis Catalans hasawarded the 2002 Ferran Sunyer iBalaguer Prize to AlexanderLubotzky (Jerusalem, Israel), DanSegal (Oxford, UK), and AndréUnterberger (Reims, France) fortheir monographs entitled SubgroupGrowth and Automorphic Pseudo-differential Analysis and Higher-levelWeyl Calculi. This year�s prize isexceptional since it has been award-ed ex-aequo to two manuscripts.The members of the Jury �Hyman Bass (Michigan), AntonioCórdoba (Madrid), Warren Dicks(Barcelona), Paul Malliavin (Paris)and Alan Weinstein (Berkeley) �point out that Subgroup Growth, byLubotzky-Segal, is a highly originalbook reporting the state of the art inan important and still rapidly devel-oping area of asymptotic group the-ory, while Automorphic Pseudo-differential Analysis and Higher-levelWeyl Calculi, by Unterberger, is anexcellent exposition of a sophisticat-ed area of analysis with deep con-nections to analytic number theory.Both books are very well written andwill be attractive to new as well asmature researchers in each field.The prize consists of 10000 eurosand the monographs will be pub-lished in Birkhäuser Verlag�s seriesProgress in Mathematics.The Ferran Sunyer i Balaguer Prizeis granted by the Ferran Sunyer iBalaguer Foundation (http://www.crm.es/info/ffsb.litm) and is awardedeach year to a mathematical mono-graph of an expository nature pre-senting the latest development in anactive area of research in mathemat-ics, in which the applicant has madeimportant contributions.The awarding ceremony took placeon April 24 at the Institut d�EstudisCatalans in Barcelona.
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CIME summer courses 2002The CIME (International Mathematics Summer Centre) has organised the following courses for summer 2002.
Course 1: 30 June to 6 July, at Martina Franca (Taranto)Real Methods in Complex and CR Geometry Scientific direction: Dimitri Zaitsev [zaitsev@math.unipd.it] and Giuseppe Zampieri [zampieri@math.unipd.it] 4 lectures in English for each course(a) Angular derivatives in several complex variables Marco Abate, Università di Pisa, Italy [abate@dm.unipi.it]  (b) Real methods in complex dynamicsJohn Erik Fornaess, Univ. of Michgan, Ann Arbor, USA [fornaess@unimich.edu]  (c) On the Chern-Moser theory and rigidity problem of holomorphic mapsXiaojun Huang, Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick, USA [huangx@math.rutgers.edu]  (d) Theory of analytic functionals, and boundary values in the sense of hyperfunctionsJean Pierre Rosay, Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison, USA [jrosay@math.wisc.edu] (e) Extremal analytic discs and the geometry of CR manifoldsAlexander E. Tumanov, Univ. of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA, [tumanov@math.uiuc.edu]
Course 2: 10-19 July, at Cetraro (Cosenza)Analytic Number Theory  Scientific direction: C. Viola (Università di Pisa) [viola@dm.unipi.it] and A. Perelli (Università di Genova)[perelli@dima.unige.it]The abstracts of the courses are available at the (CIME) address http://www.math.unifi.it/cime/  where the announcement of the course is given.(a) Producing prime numbers via sieve methods (4 lectures)  John Friedlander, Toronto, Canada(b) Exponential sums, uniform distribution and cryptographic applications (2 lectures)  John Friedlander, Toronto, Canada                                (c) Counting rational points on algebraic varieties (6 lectures)Roger Heath-Brown, Oxford Univ., England (d) Automorphic L-functions (6 lectures) Henryk Iwaniec,  Rutgers University, New Jersey, USA (e) Axiomatic Theory of L-Functions: the Selberg class (6 lectures)  Jerzy Kaczorowski  Poznan, Poland 
Course 3: 15-21 September, at Martina Franca (Taranto)Theory and Applications of Imaging   Scientific direction: George Papanicolau (Univ. of Stanford, USA) [papanico@georgep.stanford.edu] and Giorgio Talenti(Univ. di Firenze, Italy) [talenti@math.unifi.it]  (a) Array imaging in noisy environmentsGeorge Papanicolau, Stanford Univ., USA (b) Tomographic imagingFrank Natterer, Univ. of Münster, Germany (c) Diffuse imaging for medical diagnosesSimon  R. Arridge, University College, London, UK (d) Experimental methods and results in laser-tissue imagingRobert R. Alfano, Institute for Ultrafast Spectroscopy and Lasers, CUNY, New York, USA (e) Seismic imagingWilliam W. Simes, Rice Univ., USA
ApplicationsAs soon as the abstracts of the courses have been sent to CIME, the information will appear on the CIME webpage.Those who wish to attend the session should send an application to the Director of CIME at the address below, as soon aspossible.For any further information, please contact Fondazione C.I.M.E. c/o Dipartimento di Matematica �U. Dini�Viale Morgagni, 67/A - 50134 Firenze, ItalyTel: +39-55-434975 or +39-55-4237123  Fax: +39-55-434975 or +39-55-4222695e-mail: cime@udini.math.unifi.itDirettore del CIME: Prof. Pietro Zecca [pzecca@ingfi1.ing.unifi.it]Segretario del CIME: Prof. Elvira Mascolo [mascolo@math.unifi.it]Further information appears on the CIME webpage:http://www.math.unifi.it/cime/
This CIME activity is made possible thanks to the generous support received from the European Commission, Division XII, TMRProgramme Summer Schools, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche, Ministero Affari Esteri italiano, Ministero dell� Università e della RicercaScientifica e Tecnologica, UNESCO-ROSTE, Venice Office.
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Some of you may be sitting on books, orsome of your books may be sitting onshelves, although you may not need themany more: these books collect dust.  At thesame time, many universities in develop-ing countries are in dire need of scientificliterature � from undergraduate and grad-uate texts to journals. The EMS Committee for DevelopingCountries (CDC) considers the collectingof books from you and their shipment tovarious universities in developing coun-tries as one of its central activities.Moreover, although being a committee ofthe EMS, the CDC turns not only toEuropean colleagues, but takes this oppor-tunity to call upon colleagues in any devel-oped country, to join us in our efforts.  Weare looking mainly for scientific literaturepublished in English or French.As experience has shown, the problem isnot to find books for donations to suchuniversities, nor the identification of uni-versities in DCs that are interested inreceiving such donations.  The problemlies in the shipping expenses and in thelogistics.  With some cooperation by thevarious players in this (truly international)action, the CDC will be in a position to ful-fil this task.The CDC hopes to liaise with theInternational Centre for TheoreticalPhysics (ICTP) at Trieste, Italy, to organisea book donation scheme.  We shall try toidentify recipients for donated books andjournals.  We know, for example, that theUniversity of Zimbabwe not only wouldgladly accept such donations  (it has doneso in the past in a different framework),but is also prepared to act as a centre fordistribution of donated books to universi-ties in the SADC region, which comprisesmember states as diverse as South Africa,Zambia, Malawi, Tanzania, Angola andMozambique.In order to take care of the shipping ofdonations to the respective places, CDCwill apply to the Book Donation Schemewhich the ICTP runs, to pay for the trans-port subject to their regulations.  We, orthe donors, might also try various NationalCommissions for UNESCO to help withshipping costs.A minimum of 40-50 books constitutes areasonable consignment.  We hope thatsome of you will not only give away someof your own books, but will also involveyourselves actively in collectingbooks/journals from other colleagues inyour respective departments.  Maybe someEuropean colleagues know of colleagues in

the USA, Canada, Australia, etc., whowould be prepared to donate books withinthis scheme.   And maybe, you can get youruniversity to pay for the transportationcosts of the books you have collected.Again, experience in a different frame-work has shown that some universities (ormaybe private donors) may have fundsavailable for such purposes.So, if you have books or journals (in

mathematics and related disciplines, suchas computer science) that you wish todonate to a developing country, please letus know, with a short description of thematerial available. Please contact either ofus: Tsou Sheung Tsun,e-mail: tsou@maths.ox.ac.ukHerbert Fleischner, e-mail: fleischner@oeaw.ac.at

SPARE BOOKS?Can you sparCan you spare books?e books?
Tsou Sheung Tsun and Herbert Fleischner (EMS Committee for Developing Countries)
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In August 2001, I had the opportunity toattend in New York a performance ofProof, by David Auburn, and to read theplay.Both the play and performance are bril-liant � and can be highly recommended toany audience, mathematical or not.  Infact, the play, the director (Daniel Sullivan)and main actress (Mary-Louise Parker) gotan avalanche of awards, including aPulitzer Prize for the author.   Moreover, itis a public success and the theatre waspacked every evening.The play is both serious and funny, verywell organised, and talks about many prob-lems encountered in life � notably, rela-tions and duties in a troubled family.  Asvarious critics noted, it works like a detec-tive story, and various twists in the playleave the audience gasping (notably, thelast three words of Act One!).  But three ofthe four characters are mathematicians,and the play is also about genius, aboutmathematical research and teaching, andabout life in the mathematics community.Without revealing any twist of the tale, adescription of the characters will set thescene and give an idea of some real lifemodels that the author has obviously stud-ied.Robert is around 50.  Before he was 30,�he made major contributions to threefields: game theory, algebraic geometry,and non-linear operator theory� � and �theeconomists have been milking his tech-niques for Nobels ever since�.  When he was30, he developed a serious mental illnesswhich stopped his career altogether �except possibly during some intervals ofremission.  Meanwhile, he has filled 103notebooks with notes and computations,which may or may not contain the proof ofan essential theorem on prime numbers(whose proof involves elliptic curves andmodular forms).  So the author has con-centrated onto Robert the headlines ofmathematics in recent years, combiningthe life of John Nash with Andrew Wiles�sproof of the Fermat theorem, and maybe ahint of Ramanujan�s notebooks.  However,there is no claim anywhere of describingthe life of an existing person � Robert rep-resents a very extreme type of mathemati-cian � and the question of the precision ofa biography does not arise.Catherine, the main character in theplay, is his 25-year old daughter.  She mayhave inherited his genius � or maybe histendency to mental illness.  She startedstudying mathematics, but left university tocare personally for her father � as she hasnow done for years.Claire, the eldest daughter, lives inanother city, is a financial analyst, and rep-

resents an external view of the mathemat-ics community.Finally, Hal is a former student ofRobert, who has now a lecturing position atuniversity.   He doesn�t have the genius ofRobert, and is plagued by self-doubt.  Hefeels that his research is trivial, without bigideas, and he keeps going with the fact thathe likes teaching.The detective story aspect of the play isabout that famous proof: is it in the note-books?  Could Robert really have written itduring remission of his illness?  Can it berecovered or published?   I find it remark-able that the author could interest � orthrill � the audience and the critics withthose questions, when we so often have theimpression that the general public doesn�teven know that mathematical researchexists.Some short scenes cleverly introduce lotsof facts about the characters, mathematicallife and mathematics themselves.  In a sin-gle page � or a few minutes on stage � thecharacters mention (without givinganswers) some of the clichés about researchin mathematics: �Really original work � it�sall young guys ... men mostly�.  So themodel for Catherine is Sophie Germain,who went into hiding during the FrenchRevolution, solved questions on primenumbers and wrote to Gauss signing as aman.  We even get in two lines the defini-tion of Germain primes � and an impres-sion of two characters. Indeed, Hal tellsCatherine (and the audience): �Germainprimes are famous.  Double them and addone and you get another prime.  Like two.Two is prime, doubled plus one is five: alsoprime�.  To which Catherine immediatelyretorts: �Right, or 92,305 times 2 to the16,998 plus one� � which puts Hal back onestep.There are indeed a number of pure com-edy scenes, when Claire �does some seriousdrinking with the theoretical physicists�, orwhen Catherine applies logic to the adver-

tisement for the shampoo her sister wouldlike her to use (�hair can�t be healthy, theyare dead tissues�).The author also shows understanding ofwhat a proof is, how it can be elegant, howideas are essential, how new angles ofthought on known question produce newresults � with lots of work.  Certainly, math-ematics is central in the play, and charac-ters of mathematicians are not reduced tocaricatures.When a mathematician appears in a filmor a book, mistakes or misconceptions areoften striking.  If I ask here: are those peo-ple mathematicians like those I haveknown for many years in many countries,the answer is a resounding yes.  They look,talk and behave like real-life mathemati-cians (with, of course, the anomaly of theextreme character of Robert).  BenSchenkman, in the role of Hal, could gounnoticed in any mathematical depart-ment or meeting.The questions raised about mathemati-cal creation, or careers, and the descrip-tion of the mental processes involved, areabsolutely relevant � and (apart from tworemarks, to be precise) I can agree witheverything, and recognise the real-lifemathematicians.At the same time, it is a great play, and itis remarkable that both audience and crit-ics can take as an obvious starting pointthat research is going on today in operatortheory or modular forms.The book is available (but comparing itwith the performance it appears that read-ing a play does not necessarily do justice toit � it is meant as a play and the tempo, thesilences, the quality of direction and actingare necessary ingredients).  The play con-tinues on Broadway with a new cast (therole of Catherine being taken over byJennifer Jason-Leigh), and is currentlyrunning in London with Gwyneth Paltrowin that role.We keep feeling that mathematicalresearch is unknown, and try to build upvarious �mathematics awareness pro-grammes�.  It seems that we now have somesolid and unexpected help.
The play is published as:David Auburn, Proof, Faber and Faber, ISBN0-571-19997-6.The theatre has a web site with various com-ments and pictures: www.proofonbroadway.com.
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PPrroofoofby David Auburn
Theatre review by Luc Lemaire

Help needed!  Kathleen Quinn is retiring as Conferences editor atthe end of 2002.
Volunteers are needed to take on this task. 

If you are interested in helping, please contactKathleen Quinn or the Editor-in-Chief.



Please e-mail announcements of European confer-ences, workshops and mathematical meetings ofinterest to EMS members, to k.a.s.quinn@open.ac.uk.  Announcements should be written in astyle similar to those here, and sent as MicrosoftWord files or as text files (but not as TeX inputfiles).  Space permitting, each announcement willappear in detail in the next issue of the Newsletterto go to press, and thereafter will be briefly notedin each new issue until the meeting takes place,with a reference to the issue in which the detailedannouncement appeared.

1-5: Congrès de mathématiques appliquéesà la mémoire de Jacques-Louis Lions,Paris, France Information: websitehttp://acm.emath.fr/congres-jllions/ [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
1-6: Advanced Course on MathematicalFinance: Models, Bellaterra, Barcelona,SpainInformation: websitehttp://www.crm.es/matfin
1-6:  2nd International Conference on theTeaching of Mathematics at UndergraduateLevel, Chersonissos, Crete, GreeceInformation: websitehttp://www.math.uoc.gr/~ictm2[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]
1-6: 2002 Workshop on Wavelets andApplications, Barcelona, SpainInformation: websitehttp://www.imub.ub.es/wavelets [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
2-6: 2002 Barcelona Conference onAlgebraic Topology (a EuroConference),Barcelona, SpainInformation: websitehttp://www.crm.es/2002bcat[For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
2-6: 5th Conference of the EuropeanSociety of Mathematics and TheoreticalBiology on Mathematical Modelling andComputing in Biology and Medicine,Milano, Italy Information: websitehttp://ecmtb.mat.unimi.it 
4-6: Current Geometry 2002, Naples, Italy Theme: problems and trends of contempo-rary geometry Aim: to establish a periodic update aboutItalian and international advances in geome-tryMain speakers: E. Arbarello (Roma), B.Dubrovin (Trieste), E. Ferapontov (Moscow),L. van Geemen (Pavia), S. Gindikin(Rutgers), V. Kac (Boston), J. Kollar(Princeton), M. Mella (Ferrara), P. Piazza

July 2002

(Roma), A. Sossinskii (Moscow), A. M.Vinogradov (Salerno), O. Viro (Uppsala)Scientific committee: E. Arbarello (Roma),F. Baldassarri (Padova), U. Bruzzo (Trieste),C. Ciliberto (Roma), A. Collino (Torino), M.Cornalba (Pavia), C. De Concini (Roma), B.Dubrovin (Trieste), L. van Geemen (Pavia),P. Griffiths (Princeton), V. Kac (Boston), K.O�Grady (Roma), C. Procesi (Roma), E.Sernesi (Roma), J. Stasheff (Chapel Hill), A.M. Vinogradov (Salerno)Organising committee: A. De Paris (Napoli),G. Rotondaro (Napoli), G. Sparano(Salerno), A. M. Vinogradov (Salerno), R.Vitolo (Lecce)Sponsors: Istituto Italiano per gli StudiFilosofici, Naples; Universita� degli studi diSalerno; Gruppo Nazionale per le StruttureAlgebriche, Geometriche e le loroApplicazioni; Dipartimento di Matematica edApplicazioni dell�Universita� degli Studi diNapoli �Federico II�Location: Palazzo Serra di Cassano, NaplesNotes: there is no participation feeDeadline: 15 JuneInformation: e-mail curgeo@diffiety.org, website http://www.diffiety.org or http://diffiety.ac.ru 
7-14:  6th WSEAS CSCC Multiconferenceon Circuits; Systems; Communications;Computers; Applied Informatics; SignalProcessing and Computational Geometryand Vision; Scientific Computations andSoft Computing, Rethymna Beach, CreteInformation: website http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/crete 
8-26: School and Conference on AlgebraicK-theory and its Applications, Trieste, ItalyInformation:website http://www.ictp.trieste.it/www_users/math/maths2002.html [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
10-13: VISIT-ME-2002 (ViennaInternational Symposium on IntegratingTechnology into Mathematics Education),Vienna, Austria Information: website http://www.acdca.ac.at/visit-me-2002 [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
15-18: Modular Curves and AbelianVarieties (EuroConference), Bellaterra,Barcelona, SpainInformation:website http://www.crm.es/mcav02
16-22: 7th International Spring School:Nonlinear Analysis, Function Spaces andApplications (NAFSA 7), Prague, CzechRepublicInformation: website http://www.math.cas.cz/~nafsa7[For details, see EMS Newsletter 40]19-31: V Diffiety School � A School on theGeometry of Differential Equations, S.Stefano del Sole (AV), Italy Aim: to introduce undergraduate and gradu-

ate students and postdoctoral researchers inmathematics and physics to secondary calcu-lus.  Secondary calculus is the result of a nat-ural evolution of the classical geometricaltheory of partial differential equations (PDE)originated by Sophus Lie.  In particular, itallows the construction of a general theory ofPDE, in the same manner as algebraic geom-etry does with respect to algebraic equationsFormat: courses for beginners and advancedparticipants; research seminarsTopics: 1. Differential calculus over commu-tative algebras and smooth manifolds (sug-gested for beginners); 2. Infinite jets anddiffieties (suggested for more experiencedparticipants)Research seminars: 1. �Einstein�; 2. SingularLagrangians and Hamiltonian formalism; 3.Differential invariants: Theory and applica-tions; 4. Towards differential algebraicgeometryLecture notes: available at the website (seebelow)Main speakers: A. De Paris (Naples), S.Igonin (Independent University of Moscow),F. Pugliese (Salerno), A. Verbovetsky(Independent University of Moscow, DiffietyInstitute), A. Vinogradov (Salerno, DiffietyInstitute), M. Vinogradov (Moscow, DiffietyInstitute), R. Vitolo (Lecce, Diffiety Institute)Organising committee: D. CatalanoFerraioli, A. De Paris, C. Di Pietro, G.Manno, R. Piscopo, F. Pugliese, G.Rotondaro, F. Strazzullo, R. VitoloSponsors: Diffiety Institute of the RussianAcademy of Natural Sciences, IstitutoItaliano per gli Studi Filosofici, Municipalityof Santo Stefano del Sole (AV), Italy Location: S. Stefano del Sole (AV), nearNaplesNotes: the participation fee is 100 euros,reducible in a few special casesDeadline: 15 JuneInformation: e-mail school@diffiety.org, website http://diffiety.ac.ru or http://www.diffiety.org
22-25: IEEE Symposium on Logic inComputer Science (LICS�02), Copenhagen,Denmark Information: website http://www.dcs.ed.ac.uk/home/grohe/lics/lics02/ [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
22-26: ICCAM 2002, InternationalCongress on Computational and AppliedMathematics, Leuven, Belgium Aim: to bring together those working on theanalysis and application of computationaltechniques for solving real scientific prob-lemsMain speakers: Chris Budd (U.K.), AdhemarBultheel (Belgium), Volker Schulz(Germany), Ben Sommeijer (Netherlands),Masaaki Sugihara (Japan), Paul Van Dooren(Belgium)Deadline: already passed for abstracts ofshort communications Proceedings: will be published in the�Journal of Computational and AppliedMathematics� Information: website http://www.cs.kuleuven.ac.be/conference/iccam2002/iccam.htm
22-26: Universal Algebra and LatticeTheory, Szeged, HungaryInformation:website http://www.math.u-szeged.hu/confer/ 
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algebra/2002/ [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]

3-9: Logic Colloquium 2002 (ASL EuropeanSummer Meeting), Münster, Germany[change of date]Information: website http://www.math.uni-muenster.de/LC2002/[For details, see EMS Newsletter 41]
4-11: International Conference on the Ideasof Albert Abraham Michelson inMathematical Physics, Bêdlewo, Poland Motivation: to commemorate the 150thanniversary of the birthday of A. A.Michelson on 19 December 1852 at Strzelno,near Inoworoc³aw.  The importance ofMichelson�s measurements of the velocity oflight, ether drift, standard meter and stellardiameters had a great influence on modern-day physics and mathematical physics.  SinceMichelson was the first American citizen towin a Nobel prize, and since he was borninto an Israelite family, the organisers will bein contact with the Polish, American, andIsraeli Physical SocietiesTopics: historical aspects of Michelson�s dis-coveries, contemporary success and status ofspecial relativity, contemporary experimentsstimulating special relativity, special relativityversus quantum mechanics and optics, super-luminal propagation in anomalous media,classical and quantum synchronisation ofclocks, relations to stochastic spaces, astro-physics and cosmologyOrganising committee: Julian £awrynowicz(£ód�), Yuval Ne�eman (Tel Aviv), Roberto D.Peccei (Los Angeles), Jakub Rembieliñski(£ód�), Ireneusz Strza³kowski (Warszawa),Józef Szudy (Toruñ), Michael Turner(Chicago), Edward Witten (Princeton),Leszek Wojtczak (£ód�) Fees: 140 zlotys (c. US $35) per day, fullboard; the registration fee is 200 zlotys (US$50)Grants: full support for twenty participants(full board, travel excluded)Information: contact Julian £awrynowiczInstitute of Mathematics, Polish Academy ofSciences, Banacha 22, 90-238 £ód�, Poland,e-mail jlawryno@krysia.uni.lodz.pl 
5-9: International Conference on Ill-Posedand Inverse Problems, Novosibirsk, RussiaInformation:website www.math.nsc.ru/conference/mml[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]
9-11: Colloquium Logicum 2002, 2ndBiannual Meeting of the DVMLG, Münster,GermanyInformation:website http://wwwmath.uni-muenster.de/LC2002/CL2002.html [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
10-11: Colloquium Logicum 2002, Münster,Germany[satellite conference of Logic Colloquium2002]Information: website http://wwwmath.uni-muenster.de/LC2002/[For details, see EMS Newsletter 41]

August 2002
11-18, 2002 XIII Conference on AnalyticFunctions, Bêdlewo, Poland Motivation: an international conference onanalytic functions, with 60 to 100 foreignparticipants from 20 to 30 countries, and 40to 90 Polish participants, has been organisedin Poland every fourth year since 1954 Topics: real and complex analytic geometry,extremal problems related to one and sever-al complex variables, approximation prob-lems related to one and several complexvariables, complex mapping and relatedstructures, real and complex potential theo-ry, generalised complex (in particular,Clifford) structures, quasiconformal geome-try and dynamics, complex dynamical sys-tems and fractalsOrganising Committee: ZbigniewJakubowski (£ód�), Jan Krzy¿ (Lublin), Julian£awrynowicz (£ód�), Olli Martio (Helsinki),Dariusz Partyka (Lublin), Feliks Przytycki(Warszawa), Józef Siciak (Kraków), JanStankiewicz (Rzeszów), Promarz Tamrazov(Kyiv) Fees: 120 zlotys (c. US $30) per day fullboard; the registration fee is 160 zlotys (US$40)Grants: full support for twenty participants(full board, travel excluded) Information: contact Julian £awrynowiczInstitute of Mathematics, Polish Academy ofSciences Banacha 22, 90-238 £ód�, Poland,e-mail jlawryno@krysia.uni.lodz.pl
24-28: XV Compstat Conference of theInternational Association for StatisticalComputing, Berlin, Germany [the latest in a series of biannual confer-ences; this conference is in cooperation withthe 29th Annual Meeting of the EuropeanFinance Association (21-24 August) and theComputational Finance Research Conference(24-25 August)]Theme: computational statistics Topics: statistical risk management, multi-variate and robust analysis, Markov chainMonte Carlo methods, statistics of E-com-merce, new strategies in teaching (multime-dia, internet), computer basedsampling/questionnaires, analysis of largedatabases (with emphasis on computing inmemory), graphical tools for data analysis,classification and clustering, new statisticalsoftware, historical development of software Main speakers: S. Brooks (USA), C. Chen(Taiwan), T. Hastie (USA), G. Kitagawa(Japan), J.S. Marron (USA), J. Symanzik(USA), M. Valderrama (Spain), Th. Yee (NewZealand), K. Yoshioka (Japan) Call for papers: submission period expired Scientific programme committee: J. Antoch(Czech Republic), A. Bowman (UK), M.Delecroix (France), W. Härdle (Germany), P.van der Heijden (Netherlands), W.G.Manteiga (Spain), J. Nakano (Japan), M.Schimek (Austria), A. Unwin (Germany) Local organising committee: Y. Boztug, H.Büning, W. Härdle, L. Hildebrandt, U.Küchler, D. Pabst, B. Rönz, P. Schirmbacher,B. Schüler, V. Spokoiny, H. G. Strohe, J.Wolters, U. Ziegenhagen Sponsors: StatSoft (Europe) GmbH,Insightful S-Plus Team, VSN InternationalLimited, Scopeland GmbH, ProGAMMA,SUN Microsystems, John Wiley & Sons Ltd.,IBM, Minitab Ltd., Springer-VerlagHeidelberg, Cambridge University Press,Design Science Inc., NAGLtdProceedings: published by Physica-Verlag Location: main building of Humboldt-

Universität zu Berlin, (Unter den Linden 6,10099 Berlin) Grants: participants from special circum-stance countries and students are supported Deadlines: 1 June for standard registration,24 August for late registrationInformation: e-mail info@compstat2002.de,website www.compstat2002.de 
25-30: Wireless and OpticalCommunications (WOC�02), Miedzyzdroje,PolandInformation: website http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/miedzyzdroje/gown
25-30: Nanoelectronics, Nanotechnologies(NN�02), Miedzyzdroje, PolandInformation: website http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/miedzyzdroje/nn
25-30: WSEAS International Conference onElectroMagnetic Compatibility (EMC�02),Miedzyzdroje, PolandInformation: e-mail poland2002@wseas.org, website http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/miedzyzdroje/ec
27-2 September: Third InternationalSchool-Symposium: Symmetry andCosymmetry Applications in the Theory ofBifurcations and Phase Transitions, BigSochi, RussiaInformation: website http://www.math.rsu.ru/mexmat/kvm/school2002[For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
29-31: Eleventh International Workshop onMatrices and Statistics, Lyngby, Denmark[in celebration of the 65th birthday ofGeorge P. H. Styan]Location: Technical University of Denmark(Section of Image Analysis and ComputerGraphics)Aim: to stimulate research and foster inter-action between researchers in the interfacebetween matrix theory and statistics.  Theworkshop will provide a forum throughwhich statisticians working in the fields oflinear algebra and matrix theory may be bet-ter informed of the latest developments andnewest techniques, and may exchange ideaswith researchers from a variety of countriesDeadline: 3 June for submission of abstractsRegistration fee: 240 euros before 29 July;280 euros after that dateInternational organising committee: R.William Farebrother (Victoria Univ. ofManchester, UK), Simo Puntanen (Univ. ofTampere, Finland), Hans Joachim Werner(Chair; Univ. of Bonn, Germany)Local organising committee: KnutConradsen (Chair), Bjarne K. Ersbøll, PerChristian Hansen, Allan Aasbjerg Nielsen (allDTU, Lyngby)Information: contact Helle R. Welling,Workshop Secretary, Bldg. 321, Informaticsand Mathematical Modelling, DTU, DK-2800 Lyngby; fax: +45 45 88 13 97; e-mail matrix02@imm.dtu.dk, website http://www.imm.dtu.dk/matrix02 
31-6 September: European Women inMathematics International Workshop onGroups and Graphs, Varna, Bulgaria Topics: groups and graphs and their appli-cations in different sciences, discussions onsome problems of women mathematiciansInvited speakers: Bettina Eick (Germany),Wendy Myrvold (Canada), Valerie Berthe(France), Sarah Rees (UK), Karin 
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Gatermann, (Germany), Rita Vincenti (Italy),Faina Solov�eva (Russia), Elizabeth J.Billington (Australia), Rachel Camina (UK),Daniela Nikolova (Bulgaria), StefkaBouyuklieva (Bulgaria), Svetlana Topalova(Bulgaria)Call for papers: each contributed short talkshould contain original unpublished results,should not exceed four pages, and should besubmitted before 10 June as a LaTeX file([10pt]{article}, \textwidth 11.5 cm, \tex-theight 16.5cm, \normalsize), e-mailed tosvetlana@moi.math.bas.bg.  Confirmation ofreceipt in 3 days, information about accep-tance within a month after receiptProgramme committee: Cheryl Praeger(president, Australia), Jennifer D. Key (USA),Valerie Berthe (France), Sarah Rees (UK),Karin Gatermann (Germany) Local organising committee: DanielaNikolova (president, Bulgaria), SvetlanaTopalova (Bulgaria), Milena Dobreva(Bulgaria), Blajka Radeva (Bulgaria) Proceedings: a volume of the workshop pro-ceedings will be issued and ready at thebeginning of the workshopLocation: Bulgaria, on the Black Sea, inter-national home of scientists �F. Joliot-Curie�, 8km from the town of VarnaDeadline: 10 June for submission of talks Information: e-mail:svetlana@moi.math.bas.bg, website: www.moi.math.bas.bg/EWM02 

1-5: 3rd WSEAS Int. MultiConference onApplied and Theoretical Mathematics,Miedzyzdroje, PolandInformation: e-mail math2002@wseas.org, website http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/poland
1-9: 8th AHA 2002, International Congresson Algebraic Hyperstructures andApplications, Samothraki Island, Greece Information: e-mail aha2002@agro.duth.gr,tvougiou@edu.duth.gr,sspart@utopia.duth.gr [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
2-7: Poisson 2002, Conference on PoissonGeometry, Lisbon, Portugal[The third in a series of conferences onPoisson geometry and related fields]Aim: Poisson geometry has developed rapid-ly due to new and exciting results related toclassification of Poisson brackets, deforma-tion quantisation, topological invariants anddifferential equations occurring in mathe-matical physics.  This conference aims tobring together leading experts in Poissongeometry and related fields, as well as youngresearchers who have made promising con-tributions, and so will be a forum to coverrecent progress and to stimulate exchangesamong active researchersTopics: local properties (singularities ofPoisson structures, linear approximations),Hamiltonian systems (moment maps), globalgeometry (Poisson-Lie groups, Poisson G-spaces, Poisson supergeometry, quasi-Poissonmanifolds) and Poisson topology (modularclass, characteristic classes and other invari-ants, K-theory, integrability of Poisson mani-folds).  Related fields that will also betouched upon include: symplectic and relat-ed geometries, integrable systems, deforma-tion and geometric quantisation, Lie alge-

September 2002

broids and groupoids, quantum field theory Invited speakers: Anton Alekseev (Geneva),Melanie Bertelson (Brussels), AlbertoCattaneo (Zürich), Marius Crainic (Utrecht),Jean-Paul Dufour (Montpellier), Ezra Getzler(Northwestern), Viktor Ginzburg (SantaCruz), Victor Guillemin (MIT), JohannesHuebschmann (Lille), Boris Khesin(Toronto), Yael Karshon (Jerusalem), Jiang-Hua Lu (Arizona), Yoshiaki Maeda (Keio),Eckhard Meinrenken (Toronto), Juan-PabloOrtega (Nice), Tudor Ratiu (Lausanne),Nicolai Reshetikhin (Berkeley), DmitryRoytenberg (Penn State), Pavol Severa(Bratislava), Alan Weinstein (Berkeley), ChrisWoodward (Rutgers), Ping Xu (Penn State),Nguyen Tien Zung (Montpellier) Programme committee: Anton Alekseev(Geneva), Yvette Kosmann-Schwarzbach(Ecole Polytechnique), Yoshiaki Maeda(Keio), Alan Weinstein (Berkeley) Organising committee: Miguel Abreu, AnaCannas da Silva, Rui L. Fernandes (InstitutoSuperior Tecnico)Sponsors: Center for Mathematical Analysis,Geometry and Dynamical Systems, EuropeanUnion, Portuguese Science FoundationProceedings: will not be published Location: Department of Mathematics,Instituto Superior Tecnico, Lisbon Grants: some funds will be available forgraduate and postdoctoral students, as wellas participants from countries in a difficulteconomic situation Deadlines: 1 July for registrationInformation: e-mail poisson@math.ist.utl.pt, website www.math.ist.utl.pt/Poisson2002 
3-7: 8th International Conference onStability, Control and Rigid BodiesDynamics, Donetsk, UkraineInformation:website http://www.iamm.ac.donetsk.ua/conf2002.html[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]
4-6: Brno CDDE 2002 - Colloquium onDifferential and Difference Equations,Brno, Czech Republic [dedicated to Prof. Frantisek Neuman on theoccasion of his 65th birthday, continuation ofthe Brno CDDE 2000 conference ]Topics: qualitative theory of differential anddifference equations and their applications Main speakers: P. Drabek (Czech Rep.), J.R. Graef (USA), I. Kiguradze (Georgia), J.Mawhin (Belgium), F. Neuman (Czech Rep.),M. Pituk (Hungary), F. Zanolin (Italy) Format: invited plenary lectures, short com-munications and posters Abstracts: please send an electronic versionby e-mail; see the website for the requiredformatOrganising committee: O. Dosly (chairman),M. Bartusek, Z. Dosla, J. Vosmansky Proceedings: to be published in the series ofMonographs of Folia Facultatis ScientiariumNaturalium Universitas MasarykinaeBrunensis Location: Hotel Santon in the area of Brnodam lake Deadlines: 31 May for registration (for laterregistration, accommodation in theColloquium Hotel Santon is not guaranteed),15 June for abstractsInformation: e-mail cdde@math.muni.cz, website http://www.math.muni.cz/cdde 
4-6: Fourth International Workshop onAutomated Deduction in Geometry, RISC-

Linz, Hagenberg/Linz, Austria Information: website http://www.risc.uni-linz.ac.at/conferences/adg2002 [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
4-6: 3rd International Conference onMathematical and ComputationalApplications, Konya, Turkey Information: website http://www.selcuk.edu.tr/icmca2002 [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
4-7: International Conference onDynamical Methods for DifferentialEquations, Valladolid, SpainInformation: website http://wmatem.eis.uva.es/~dmde02/[For details, see EMS Newsletter 41]
4-7: Perspectives in Mathematical Physics,Rome, Italy[in honour of the 60th birthday of Prof.Giovanni Gallavotti]Information: website http://www.mat.uniroma2.it/pmp2002[For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
8-13: ALGORITMY 2002, Conference onScientific Computing, High TatraMountains, Podbanske, SlovakiaInformation:website http://www.math.sk/alg2002[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]
9-12 : Conference on Harmonic Analysis,Luxembourg-Metz (Luxembourg-France) Information: e-mailharmonic_analysis@cu.lu, website http://www.cu.lu/harmonic_analysis [For details, see EMS Newsletter 43]
9-20: Siberian School on Geometry andAnalysis, Novosibirsk, Russia [dedicated to the memory of A. D.Alexandrov (1912-99)]Programme: the main part consists of sever-al mini-courses in geometry and geometricanalysis Programme committee: Yu. G. Reshetnyak(Chairman), V. A. Sharafutdinov, V. A.Toponogov, S. K. Vodop�yanovMain speakers (preliminary list): V. N.Berestovskii (Omsk), V. N. Dubinin(Vladivostok), S. V. Gol�din (Novosibirsk), V.K. Ionin (Tver�), V. V. Ivanov (Novosibirsk),S. V. Matveev (Chelyabinsk), A. D. Mednykh(Novosibirsk), I. G. Nikolaev (Urbana-Champaign), Yu. G. Reshetnyk(Novosibirsk), E. D. Rodionov (Barnaul), I.Kh. Sabitov (Moscow), V. A. Sharafutdinov(Novosibirsk), I. A. Taimanov (Novosibirsk) Organising committee: S. K. Vodop�yanov(Chairman), A. S. Romanov (Secretary), V. A.Alexandrov, A. A. Egorov Location: Sobolev Institute of Mathematics,Novosibirsk, Russia Deadline: 15 July for submission of abstractsInformation: e-mail angeom@math.nsc.ru, website http://www.math.nsc.ru/conference/wwwga/ 
9-27: School and Conference onIntersection Theory and Moduli, Trieste,Italy  Theme: algebraic geometry: intersection the-ory and moduli spaces Topics: algebraic stacks, Gromov-Witteninvariants and quantum cohomology, invari-ants of singular varieties, complex symplecticmoduli spaces, vertex operators
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Main speakers: D. Abramovich (USA), K.Behrend (Canada), A. Bertram (USA), E.Frenkel (USA), D. Huybrechts (Germany), M.Lehn (Germany), J. Li (USA), F. Loeser(France), A. Vistoli (Italy) Format: a two-week school followed by aone-week conference Programme committee: E. Arbarello (Italy),G. Ellingsrud (Norway), L. Goettsche (Italy) Sponsors: International Centre forTheoretical PhysicsProceedings: we plan to publish a volume oflecture notes relating to the schoolLocation: International Centre forTheoretical Physics (ICTP), Strada Costiera11, TriesteGrants: limited funds are available for par-ticipants from, and working in, developingcountries; grants from the EuropeanCommission for young participants fromEurope may also be availableDeadline: already passedInformation: e-mail smr1426@ictp.trieste.it, website http://www.ictp.trieste.it/www_users/math/maths2002.html 
10-20: Advanced Course on Geometric 3-Manifolds, Bellaterra, Barcelona, SpainInformation: website http://www.crm.es/geom-mani
11-13: EACA-2002, 8th Meeting onComputer Algebra and its Applications,Peñaranda de Duero, Spain Aim: to provide a forum for researchers incomputer algebra as well as for those whouse its techniques.  There has been an EACAmeeting held in Spain every year since 1995;the 2001 meeting was attended by manyresearchers from all over the world.  Theparticipation of young researchers is espe-cially encouragedTopics: include, but are not restricted to,effective methods in algebra, analysis, geom-etry and topology; algorithmic complexity;scientific computation via symbolic-numeri-cal methods; development of symbolic-numerical software; analysis, specification,design and implementation of symbolic com-putation systems; applications to science andtechnologyMain speakers: C. Andradas (Univ.Complutense, Madrid, Spain), B. Buchberger(RISC-Linz, Austria), J. Elias (Univ.Barcelona, Spain), I. Emiris (INRIA, Sophia-Antipolis, France), A. Simis (UFPe, Recife,Brazil), U. Walther (Purdue Univ., USA)Scientific committee: M.-E. Alonso (Univ.Complutense), I. Bermejo (Univ. LaLaguna), J.-L. Bueso (Univ. Granada), F.-J.Castro (Univ. Sevilla), J. Elias (Univ.Barcelona), Ph. Gimenez (Univ. Valladolid),L. González-Vega (Univ. Cantabria), A.Montes (U.P. Cataluña), T. Recio (Univ.Cantabria), J. Rubio (Univ. La Rioja), J.-R.Sendra (Univ. Alcalá)Organiser: Ph. Gimenez (Dept. Algebra,Univ. Valladolid)Host institution: University of Valladolid(Spain)Location: Palacio de Avellaneda, Peñarandade Duero (Spain)Deadlines: already passed for submission; 28June for early registrationInformation: e-mail eaca2002@agt.uva.es,website http://www.uva.es/eaca2002 
15-22: International Summer School onOperator Methods for Evolution Equationsand Approximation Problems (OMEEAP

2002), Bari, Italy Topics: Feller semigroups and Markovprocesses, positive operators and approxima-tion of functions, positive operators andapproximation for evolution equations, semi-groups of operators and evolution equations,cosine families of operators and evolutionequations Aim: the School is especially addressed toPh.D. students and young researchers, whoare already active in, or want to improvetheir knowledge of, the above topics.Format: the main part comprises five shortcourses (each five hours) and some invitedlectures.  There will also be informal discus-sions and a poster session in which newerresearchers can outline their research workand interestsInvited speakers of the courses: Jan vanCasteren (Univ. of Antwerp), Heinz H.Gonska (Univ. of Duisburg), Jan Prüss (Univ.of Halle-Wittenberg), Ioan Raºa (Techn.Univ. of Cluj-Napoca), Sen-Yen Shaw (Nat.Central Univ. of Chung-li) Invited lecturers: José Antonio Adell (Univ.of Zaragoza), Detlef-Hauke Mache (Univ. ofDortmund), Giuseppe Mastroianni (Univ. ofBasilicata), Abdelaziz Rhandi (Univ. ofMarrakech), Vincenzo Vespri (Univ. ofFirenze) Executive organizing committee: F.Altomare (altomare@dm.uniba.it), A.Attalienti (attalienti@matfin.uniba.it), M.Campiti (campiti@dm.uniba.it), L.D�Ambrosio (dambros@dm.uniba.it), S.Diomede (s.diomede@dse.uniba.it), G.Metafune (Giorgio.Metafune@le.infn.it), D.Pallara (Diego.Pallara@le.infn.it)Grants: the deadline for grants for youngresearchers has passed Site: Hotel Villaggio Cala Corvino, on theApulian coast near Monopoli, a town 35 kilo-metres  from Bari, Italy Deadline for registration: already passedInformation: contact one of the executiveorganisers, website http://www.dm.uniba.it/documenti/formazione/SummerSchool-OMEEAP2002/index.htm 
16-17: Annual Francophone Meeting ofClassification, Toulouse, France Theme: classification topics, including neur-al networks, graph theory, image processing,remote sensing, multivariate modelling, pat-tern recognition, dataminingMain speakers: A. Appriou (ONERA), J-P.Barthelemy (ENSTB), A. Ciampi (Canada),F. Critchley (England), A. Degenne (Caen),T. Denoeux (Compiegne), G. Govaert(CNRS), S. Holmes (USA), D. Ladiray(Luxembourg), J-P. Rasson (Belgium), F.Rossi (LISE/CEREMADE), T. Snijders(Netherlands), J. Ten Berge (Netherlands),S. Thiria (LODYC), B. Victorri (ENSP)Location: Université du MirailGrants: for 3 participants with support ofAUPELFDeadlines: 1 September for registration, 15May for abstractsInformation: e-mail lafosse@cict.fr, web site http://www.irit.fr/SFC2002/ 
16-20: LMS/EPSRC Short Course onDifferential Geometry, Lie Groups andHomogeneous Spaces, Durham, UnitedKingdom Aim: to introduce research students to sever-al topics in differential geometryTopics: introduction to differential geome-

try; Lie groups and homogeneous spaces;geometry and integrable systemsMain speakers: D. Alekseevsky (UK), M.Guest (Japan), M. Micallef (UK) Format: three courses each consisting of fivelectures and several tutorials Organising Committee: J. Berndt (UK), J.Bolton (UK) Sponsors: Engineering and Physical ScienceResearch Council (UK), LondonMathematical Society Location: University of Durham (UK) Grants: full-board accommodation for UK-based students, four bursaries for non-UK-based students Deadline: 5 July for registrationInformation: e-mail j.berndt@hull.ac.uk, website http://www.hull.ac.uk/LMS-DG 
20-25: International Conference onComputational Methods in Science andEngineering (CMMSE-2002), Alicante,SpainInformation: website www.ua.es/cmmse2002/[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]
23-27: Calculus of Variations in NonlinearPhenomena, Martina Franca (Ta), ItalyTheme: non-linear analysisTopics: calculus of variations, variationalmethods, non-linear differential equations Main speakers: T. Aubin, H. Berestycki, F.Béthuel, N. Hirano, R. Kohn, C. S. Lin, F.Murat, F. Pacard, T. Rivière, E. Séré, M.Struwe, C. Stuart Programme committee: A. Ambrosetti, L.Ambrosio, V. Benci, V. Coti Zelati, G. DalMaso, D. Fortunato, A. Marino Organising committee: D. Fortunato, A.Masiello, A.  Salvatore Sponsors: M.I.U.R., Politecnico di Bari,Università degli Studi di Bari Location: Sala della Biblioteca Comunale,Palazzo Ducale in the old town of MartinaFranca in southern Italy Deadline: 14 September for registrationInformation:website www.dm.uniba.it/martina2002 
23-27: Ramification in Arithmetic andGeometry, Paris, FranceInformation: http://www-math.math.univ-paris 13.fr/~ramifica/
23-4 October: The Calculemus AutumnSchool 2002, Pisa, Italy Theme: integration of computer algebra anddeduction Aim: the School will bring together a largenumber of experts from the field of comput-er algebra and deduction systems.  The goalis to train young researchers, high schoolteachers and representatives from industryon the state-of-the-art research and currentsystems in this field.  The school is a summitof the activities of the EU training networkCalculemus and the broader Calculemusinterest groupObjectives: to give young researchers a per-spective on state-of-the-art symbolic compu-tation and symbolic reasoning; to dissemi-nate advanced scientific knowledge on theintegration of computer algebra systems anddeduction systems; to foster contacts betweenthe research communities of computer alge-bra, deduction, mathematics education, andindustryFormat: participants will be trained both the-oretically and experimentally on selectedtopics and tools.  They will have the oppor-
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tunity to experiment with the main tools ofthe area, and researchers developing thetools will receive valuable feedback.  Ph.D.students, mathematics and computer scienceteachers, and personnel from industry areexpected to participate Topics: deduction systems, computer alge-bra, proof planning, group theory, formalmethods, model checking, systems of polyno-mials, partiality, integration of decision pro-cedures, mathematical exploration, mathe-matics databases, mathematical learningenvironments, mathematical system net-works, system support in mathematics educa-tion, and more System demos: Inka, Vse, Coq, Theorema,Omega, Mizar, Isabelle, Activemath, Mbase,MathWeb, NuPrl, Lambda-Clam, NuSMV,Gap, Mathbook, RDL, LBA, and more Main speakers / lecturers AlessandroArmando (Italy), Christoph Benzmüller(Germany), Bruno Buchberger (Austria),Alan Bundy (Scotland), Jacques Calmet(Germany), Arjeh Cohen (Netherlands),James Davenport (England), HermanGeuvers (Netherlands), Fausto Giunchiglia(Italy), Dieter Hutter (Germany), ManfredKerber (England), Michael Kohlhase (USA),Christoph Kreitz (USA), Ursula Martin(Scotland), Andreas Meier (Germany), EricaMelis (Germany), Tobias Nipkow (Germany),Marco Pistore (Italy), Marco Roveri (Italy),Jörg Siekmann (Germany), Volker Sorge(England), Werner Stephan (Germany),Andrzej Trybulec (Poland), WolfgangWindsteiger (Austria), Tom Kelsey(Scotland), Olga Caprotti (Austria) Call for papers: students and participantsare invited to submit short papers (up to 5pages) related to the objectives of the schoolProgramme and organising committee:Christoph Benzmüller (Saarland University,Chair), Regine Endsuleit/Clemens Ballarin(Univ. of Karlsruhe, Chair), Carlo Traverso(Univ. of Pisa, Local Organiser), JörgSiekmann (Saarland Univ., CalculemusNetwork), Jacques Calmet (Univ. ofKarlsruhe, Calculemus Network), CorinnaHahn (EPO/ Eurice GmbH, CalculemusManagement) Sponsors: Dipartimento di Matematica(Università di Pisa), Calculemus Network,German Research Centre for ArtificialIntelligence (DFKI), Research Institute forApplications of Computer Algebra (RIACA),City of Pisa, Saar Toto GmbH Proceedings: course handouts will be distrib-uted at the event.  Short papers and postercontributions will be published in a technicalreportLocation: conference at Dipartimento diMatematica, Università di Pisa; conferenceaccommodation at the 14th century monas-try Santa Croce in Pisa Grants: the School is included in the EUComenius Catalogue 2002 (grants for highschool teachers from the EU are available).Further grants for students will probably beavailableDeadlines: 1 July for registration, 1 Augustfor submission of papersInformation: e-mail calculemus-autumn-school@eurice.de, website http://www.eurice.de/calculemus/autumn-school 
25-28: 2nd WSEAS InternationalConferences on: Simulation, Modelling andOptimization; Signal, Speech and ImageProcessing; Multimedia, Internet and

Video; Robotics, Distance Learning andIntelligent Communication Systems,Skiathos, GreeceInformation: website http://www.wseas.org/conferences/2002/skiathos/ 

9-11: 7th Conference on Shell Structures,Theory and Applications (SSTA2002),Gdañsk-Jurata, PolandInformation: websitehttp://www.pg.gda.pl/ssta2002[For details, see EMS Newsletter 42]

5-7: 4th IMACS Symposium onMathematical Modelling, Vienna, AustriaInformation: websitehttp://simtech.tuwien.ac.at/MATHMOD[For details, see EMS Newsletter 41]
5-7: 4th MATHMOD Vienna 4th IMACSSymposium on Mathematical Modelling,Vienna, AustriaAim: scientists and engineers using or devel-oping models or interested in the develop-ment or application of various modellingtools can present ideas, methods and resultsand discuss their experiences or problemswith experts of various areas of specialisationScope: theoretical and applied aspects of thevarious types of mathematical modelling(equations of various types, automata, Petrinets, bond graphs, qualitative and fuzzymodels, etc.) for systems of dynamic nature(deterministic, stochastic, continuous, dis-crete or hybrid with respect to time, etc.);comparison of modelling approaches, modelsimplification, modelling uncertainties, port-based modelling, and the impact of itemssuch as these on problem solution, numericaltechniques, validation, automation of model-ling and software support for modelling, co-simulation; applications of modelling in con-trol, design or analysis of systems in engi-neering and other fields of applicationFormat: special sessions, presentations ofmodelling and simulation software, bookexhibition Organiser: Division for Mathematics ofControl and Simulation (E114/3), ViennaUniversity of Technology.  Chair of IPC:Inge Troch Location: Vienna University of TechnologyDeadlines: already passed for submission ofabstracts, 1 December for submission of fullpapersInformation: contact Univ.Prof. Dr. IngeTroch, Vienna University of Technology,Wiedner Hauptstrasse 8 - 10 A-1040 Wien,Austria, tel. +431-58801-11451, fax. +431-58801-11499, e-mail inge.troch@tuwien.ac.at, website http://simtech.tuwien.ac.at/MATHMOD 

11-16: International Conference on GeneralControl Problems and Applications (GCP-2003), Tambov, Russia [dedicated to the 100th anniversary of A. N.Kolmogorov] Theme: optimal control 

May 2003

February 2003

October 2002

Scope: A. N. Kolmogorov�s creative legacy,optimisation theory and its prospects,approximation methods and stability in con-trol, variation methods for non-linear sys-tems investigating and their applications,mathematical models of economic systemscontrol, mathematical models of controltechnical, natural and humanities Languages: Russian, English Call for papers: authors are invited to sub-mit abstracts.  Contributions must be pre-pared in LaTeX Programme committee: V. M. Filippov, A.B. Kurzhansky, Yu. S. Osipov, V. A.Sadovnichy, V. M. Tikhomirov (chairs); A. I.Bulgakov (deputy); A. P. Afanasiev, A. V.Arutyunov, N. A. Bobylev, A. G. Chentsov, V.B. Demidovich, V. V. Dikusar, A. V. Dmitruk,I. V. Evstigneev, V. I. Levin, G. G. Magaril-Il�yaev, S. M. Nikol�sky, Yu. V. Pokorny, E. L.Tonkov, M. I. Zelikin; E. S. Zhukovsky (sci-entific secretary)Organisers: Moscow M. V. Lomonosov StateUniversity, V. A. Steklov Institute ofMathematics of the Russian Academy ofSciences, Ministry of Education of RussianFederation, Ministry of Industry, Science,and Technologies of Russian Federation,Tambov Region Administration, Tambov G.R. Derzhavin State University Proceedings: to be published Location: the buildings of Tambov G. R.Derzhavin State University(Internatsional�naya st., 33, Tambov, Russia) Deadlines: 1 March for registration, 1November for abstractsInformation: e-mail aib@tsu.tmb.ru,uaa@hmb.nnn.tstu.ru, website http://www.opu2003.narod.ru11-18: Conference on Topological Agebras,their Applications, and Related Topics,Bedlewo, Poland [in honour of Professor Wieslaw Zelazko] Topics: general theory of Banach and topo-logical algebras; connections with operatortheory, complex analysis, harmonic analysis,and homological methods; representations,structure and classification of topologicalalgebrasMain speakers: E. Albrecht (Germany), G. R.Allan (England), H. Arizmendi-Peimbert(Mexico), C. Badea (France), P. C. Curtis(USA) H. G. Dales (England), M.Fragoulopoulou (Greece), T. W. Gamelin(USA), B. Gramsch (Germany), A. Ya.Helemskii (Russia), A. Inoue (Japan), J.-P.Kahane (France), H. Koenig (Germany), K.B. Laursen (Denmark), M. Oudadess(Morocco), A. Yu. Pirkovskii (Russia), C. J.Read (England), A. Rodrigues-Palacios(Spain) Programme committee: H. G. Dales (chair,England), G. R. Allan (England), A. Ya.Helemskii (Russia), A. Rodrigues-Palacios(Spain) Local organising committee: A. Soltysiak(Poland), K. Jarosz (USA)Sponsors: Institute of Mathematics of thePolish Academy of Sciences, AdamMickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland Proceedings: likely to be published in theseries �Banach Center Publications� Location: The Mathematical ConferenceCentre at Bedlewo, near Poznan, Poland Grants: probably support for participantsfrom countries in a difficult economic situa-tion and young mathematicians Information: e-mail ta2003@amu.edu.pl, website http://main.amu.edu.pl/~ta2003
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With the growing availability of mathemat-ical articles in electronic form, ZentralblattMATH was able to extend its services to animportant new field of activities, the link-ing to offers of full texts. As a result, addi-tion to the traditional comprehensive sur-vey on the literature in mathematics pro-vided by Zentralblatt, the search facilities inthe electronic version are combining thefinal information on a document of inter-est with an access to the document itself.This access may be activated with a sys-tematic literature retrieval in theZentralblatt MATH database or just by usingthis database through the citation and ref-erence checker like a catalogue to find alocation, where the document of interest isavailable. In both cases the user will findtwo buttons within the full display of thedatabase entry, one linking to the com-plete electronic version of the document ifavailable, and the other linking to a set ofdocument delivery services.The link to the complete electronic ver-sion refers to the service of a publisher, afreely available offer of articles as in theELibM of EMIS, or just to the installationof the journal on its own homepage. Linksare updated when URLs of the offerschange. Access to the complete version ofthe article depends on the regulationsmade by the provider. Hence, in order toget a copy of an article from a chargedelectronic version of a journal, a subscrip-tion to this journal will be requested fromthe user�s side.The link to the set of document deliveryservices at first gives a list of providers. Forexample, one of them is the State andUniversity Library of Lower Saxony inGöttingen, which has one of the most com-prehensive collections of publications inmathematics. Having chosen a documentdelivery service of the user�s preference,the data of the corresponding publicationwill be exported to the provider�s OPAC,and if the document will be available there,an order form will appear automatically.The requested item will be sent to the userby e-mail, fax or postal mail, depending onhow it is stored in the library�s holdingsand in accordance with the regulations atthe provider.The choice of the document delivery ser-vice by the user is mainly motivated by thedelivery conditions, which strongly dependon the location of the user. The searchsoftware of Zentralblatt MATH allows forconnecting a variety of such services. It istherefore easy to add further providersleading to a system of document deliveryservices that offers access to complete arti-cles at the most convenient conditions forthe user. This development is in progress.EMS  June 200228

Zentralblatt MATH asa gateway to electronicand digitised articles inmathematicsBernd Wegner (Editor-in-Chief,Zentralblatt MATH)



Books submitted for review should be sent to thefollowing address:Ivan Netuka, MÚUK, Sokolovská 83, 186 75Praha 8, Czech Republic.
S. Albeverio and P. Kurasov, SingularPerturbations of Differential Operators,London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series271, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,2000, 429 pp., £29.95, ISBN 0-521-77912-XThis book is devoted to a study of spectralproperties of self-adjoint operators inspiredby equations arising in classical and quantumphysics and in chemistry.  A typical model ofsuch an operator is a second order differen-tial operator, together with its various per-turbations.  Rank one (and generalised rank one) per-turbations are studied first.  Finite rank sin-gular perturbations of a self-adjoint operatorare then investigated, together with the cor-responding scattering theory.  The Kreinformula relating resolvents of two self-adjoint extensions of a given symmetricoperator, is extended to the case of infinitedeficiency indices.  Two-body and three-body quantum-mechanical problems withvarious interactions are discussed in the finalchapters.  In the Appendix, the authors add25 pages of historical remarks describing themain topics of the book in a historical per-spective, including remarks on recentresults.  The book ends with an unusuallycomprehensive bibliography consisting ofalmost a thousand items in more than 70pages.  The book offers a carefully and nicely writ-ten mathematical theory of the singular per-turbations of self-adjoint operators.  (vs)
D. Alpay, The Schur Algorithm, ReproducingKernel Spaces and System Theory, SMF/AMSTexts and Monographs 5, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2001, 150pp., US$49, ISBN 0-8218-2155-5This is the English translation of a bookwhich first appeared first in French in theseries Panoramas et Synthèses, published bySociété Mathématique de France in 1998.The review of the French edition was pub-lished in Newsletter 34 (December 1999, p.36).  (vs)
B. N. Apanasov, Conformal Geometry ofDiscrete Groups and Manifolds, De GruyterExpositions in Mathematics 32, Walter deGruyter, Berlin, 2000, 523 pp., DM 298, ISBN3-11-014404-2This book presents a systematic study of con-formal geometry of n-dimensional manifoldsand the related geometry of the correspond-ing Riemannian spaces � in particular,hyperbolic geometry.  Unified methods usedfor the study involve the discrete holonomygroups of the corresponding geometricalstructures. Felix Klein�s approach to geometry givenby a couple (X, G), where X is a manifold andG is a group of homeomorphisms of X is pre-sented first, together with several examples,

which include conformal geometry of thesphere, hyperbolic geometry, eight three-dimensional geometries, some four-dimen-sional geometries and the geometry of orb-ifolds.  In the second chapter, discretegroups of homeomorphisms are studied.Chapter 3 is devoted to hyperbolic groupsand manifolds and their invariants, and to adescription of arithmetic and non-arithmeticgroups.  Geometric finiteness as a centralconcept for geometric structures is presentedin the fourth chapter: the planar case is dis-cussed first and basic ideas are introduced inthis setting, geometric finiteness in higherdimensions is then explored from severalpoints of view.  Chapter 5 describes thegeometry and topology of Kleinian mani-folds and presents special features of lowdimensional cases.  The concept of uniformi-sation is introduced and developed in thesixth chapter: starting from the classical two-dimensional case, several modern conceptsof uniformisations in higher dimensions arediscussed.   The last chapter presents thetheory of deformations of geometric struc-tures, and rigidity of hyperbolic structures,quasi-Fuchsian structures, their bendingsand cone deformations are studied in detail,ending with global properties of deforma-tion spaces.  There are many examples,notes and comments.  This book is a good source for readersinterested in topics mentioned above.  (jbu)
W. Arendt, C. J. K. Batty, M. Hieber and F.Neubrander, Vector-valued LaplaceTransforms and Cauchy Problems,Monographs in Mathematics 96, Birkhäuser,Basel, 2001, 523 pp., DM 196, ISBN 3-7643-6549-8In this new monograph on Cauchy prob-lems, semigroups are treated from the pointof view of Laplace transform and harmonicanalysis of Banach space-valued functions.Approximately one third of the book(Chapters 1, 2, 4) is devoted to a compre-hensive treatment of Laplace transform offunctions with values in a Banach space.Classical results are formulated and provedin this context (the Laplace integral, repre-sentation theorems, inversion formulas,holomorphic functions and asymptotic prop-erties).  In Chapter 3, abstract Cauchy prob-lems are solved by means of Laplace trans-forms, and dissipative operators, holomor-phic semigroups, fractional powers of sector-ial operators and the role of UMD spaces arediscussed.  Chapter 4 treats asymptotics ofvector-valued functions and their Laplacetransforms, relating different limits at infini-ty (Abelian and Tauberian theorems) anddiscussing various notions of spectra of afunction on R (Carleman, Beurling) and of avector with respect to a group (local spec-trum).  Using these concepts, results are for-mulated about the asymptotic behaviour offunctions and of orbits of semigroups (con-vergence, almost-periodicity, asymptoticalmost-periodicity).  This chapter summaris-es in a systematic way the results scattered in

many recent articles.  Chapter 5 presentsvarious results on the asymptotic behaviourof mild solutions of homogeneous and inho-mogeneous Cauchy problems (relationsbetween growth bounds and spectral bounds,together with examples illustrating eachone-sided inequality, splitting and non-reso-nance theorems for orbits of bounded semi-groups as an application of Chapter 4).Finally, three more concrete applications aregiven.  Each chapter ends with reference notesand the bibliography contains almost 400items.  In short appendices vector-valuedholomorphic functions, closed operators,ordered Banach spaces and distributions arereviewed.  The notation list (6 pages) and theindex (7 pages) make the book more com-fortable to use.  This book may serve as anup-to-date research monograph or a text-book for advanced graduate students.  It isclearly written with an emphasis on simpleproofs of (even well-known) theorems.  (efa)
T. Aubin, A Course in Differential Geometry,Graduate Studies in Mathematics 27, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2001, 184pp., US$35, ISBN 0-8218-2709-XThe book contains an introduction to differ-ential geometry on manifolds with anemphasis on Riemannian geometry.  Aknowledge of basic facts from topology,multi-linear algebra and the theory of func-tions of several real variables is supposed,and a summary of necessary facts from thesefields appears in the introductory chapter. The book begins with the definition of adifferentiable manifold and a description ofsome of its properties.  Submanifolds arethen studied, including the Whitney embed-ding theorem, the Sard theorem and a dis-cussion of critical values of differentiablemaps.  In Chapter 2, the tangent space of amanifold, differential forms and their calcu-lus, orientation on manifolds and manifoldswith boundary are defined and Stokes� theo-rem is proved.  Integration of vector fieldsand Pfaffian systems and their applicationsare described in the third chapter.  Chapter4 defines linear connections and paralleltransport on manifolds with a given connec-tion. The main topic of this book is Riemannianmanifolds.  In addition to standard material,one can find here a discussion of invariantoperators on forms, the Hodge theorem, thespectrum of a Riemannian manifold, and theYamabe problem.  More than half of thebook is devoted to exercises, problems at dif-ferent levels and solutions of exercises.  Theauthor�s aim was to facilitate the teaching ofdifferential geometry.  The presentation isvery succesful, and I can strongly recom-mend the book to anybody willing to learndifferential geometry, as well as to teachersof the subject.  (jbu)
S. Axler, P. Bourdon and W. Ramey,Harmonic Function Theory, 2nd ed.,Graduate Texts in Mathematics 137, Springer,New York, 2001, 259 pp., DM 119, ISBN 0-387-95218-7A brief review of the first edition of this bookappeared in Newsletter 10 (December 1993).There are several major changes in this sec-ond edition: a new and simplified treatmentof spherical harmonics, solvability of the 
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Dirichlet problem on the half-space with nogrowth conditions on boundary data, and anew discussion of generalised versions ofLiouville�s and Bôcher�s theorems.  Manyexercises have been added and several pho-tographs of mathematicians related to har-monic functions are included.  The book is anice introduction to the fundamentalnotions of potential theory.  (in)
O. Biquard, Métriques d�Einstein asympto-tiquement symétriques, Astérisque 265, SociétéMathématique de France, Paris, 2000, 109 pp.,Ffrs 250, ISBN 2-85629-083-3This book is devoted to asymptotically sym-metric Einstein metrics: this property meansthat its curvature at infinity approachesasymptotically the curvature of a rank 1 sym-metric space of non-compact type (hyperbol-ic spaces).  In cases that correspond toEinstein deformations of complex, quater-nionic or octonionic symmetric spaces, someCarnot-Carathéodory metrics appear on theboundary at infinity.  In the last two cases,the author obtains new structures at infinitycalled contact structures (quaternionic or octo-nionic).  After a short summary of the history of theproblem, the author summarises the resultsof the book.  The theory of Einstein defor-mations of hyperbolic metric is describedand an overview of analysis on symmetricspaces and constructions of Einstein metricsis given.  Contact structures of quaternionictype are studied in Chapter 2, together withrelated induced structures, such as partialconnections and twistors.  The final chapteris devoted to constructions of quaternionicKähler metrics and twistor spaces.  The book is nicely written and can be rec-ommended to anybody interested in the sub-ject. (jbu)
J.-C. Birget, S. Margolis, J. Meakin and M.Sapir (eds.), Algorithmic Problems in Groupsand Semigroups, Trends in Mathematics,Birkhäuser, Boston, 2000, 307 pp., DM 148,ISBN 0-8176-4130-0 and 3-7643-4130-0This volume contains sixteen papers basedon talks at an international conference at theUniversity of Nebraska-Lincoln in May 1998that brought together researchers in algo-rithmic problems in group theory, semi-group theory and computer science.  Among the papers are two survey articleson the algorithmic theory of free groups, oneby Baumslag, Myasnikov and Remeslenikov,and the other by Bencsath, Fine, Gaglione,Myasnikov, Roehl, Rosenberger andSpellman.  Another survey paper byKublanovskii is on the decidability of Rhodesof a finite semigroup.  Connections betweenthe algebraic theory of finite monoids andthe theory of communication complexity aresurveyed in the paper by Raymond, Thesonand Therien.  The volume also contains research articleson various aspects and interconnectionsbetween the topics of the conference.  It canbe used both as an introduction to the sub-ject of algoritmic problems in groups andsemigroups, and as a reflection of the cur-rent state of the subject.  (jtu)
B. Bollobás, Random Graphs (2nd ed.),Cambridge Studies in Advanced Mathematics 73,Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2001,

498 pp., £29.95, ISBN 0-521-80920-7 and 0-521-79722-5This book, written by one of the leaders inthe field, has become the bible of randomgraphs.  This second edition contains twonew chapters, numerous new results andover 150 additional references.  Just as onecan compare a random graph with a livingorganism that evolves with time, so onecould also compare this book with the life-story of this organism.  The long adventure starts in Chapter 2 byintroducing the most frequently encoun-tered probability models of random graphsand their basic properties.  In Chapter 3,one learns about the distribution of degreesequences and how to deal quickly with thegraph isomorphism problem in these mod-els.  Chapter 4 gives the probability that arandom graph contains a given fixed graphas a subgraph.  The next two chapters aredevoted to the components of a randomgraph with special emphasis on the largestone � the so-called giant component.  Chapters7-11 consider connectivity, matching,Hamiltonicity, asymmetry and the diameterof random graphs.  A special chapter is ded-icated to clique number, independence num-ber and chromatic number.  In the Ramseytheory chapter, dealing with extremal prob-lems, the probabilistic approach overpowersdeterministic methods.  The book concludeswith random cubes, random matrices, ran-dom mappings, and applications of randomgraphs in sorting algorithms.  This book is primarily for mathematiciansinterested in graph theory and combina-torics with probability and computing, but itcould also be of interest to computer scien-tists.  It is self-contained and lists numerousexercises in each chapter.   As such, it is anexcellent textbook for advanced courses orfor self-study.  (rskr) 
T. Breuer, Characters and AutomorphismGroups of Compact Riemann Surfaces,London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series280, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,2000, 199 pp., GBP 24,95, ISBN 0-521-79809-4These notes describe some recent results onautomorphism groups of compact Riemannsurfaces.  The author is interested in the clas-sifications of (i) groups of automorphisms ofcompact surfaces X of a fixed genus g ³ 2, upto equivalence given by the natural action onH1(X);  (ii) all characters of a given finitegroup G arising from the natural action ofgroups of automorphisms of compactRiemann surfaces X on H1(X).  The first two chapters present basicnotions and facts from the theory ofRiemann surfaces, Fuchsian groups andcharacters, and introduces the moduleH1(X).  Chapters 3 and 4 treat the structureof groups of automorphisms of compactRiemann surfaces and the description of setsof their generators and their properties.The problem of determining all charactersand groups of automorphisms for smallgenus g, with 2 £ g £ 48 is solved in Chapter5.  The last two chapters give classificationsof characters for a fixed group, first for a realcharacter, then for the case where non-realirrationalities appear in the character tableof G.  There are three appendices, dealingwith abelian invariants, irreducible charac-

ters and Maillet�s determinant.  This book can be recommended to allreaders interested in theory of compactRiemann surfaces and their automorphismgroups.  (jbu)
E. Bujalance, A. F. Costa and E. Martínez(eds.), Topics on Riemann Surfaces andFuchsian Groups, London Mathematical SocietyLecture Note Series 287, Cambridge UniversityPress, Cambridge, 2001, 177 pp., £24.95, ISBN0-521-00350-4This book contains extended versions of lec-tures given at the conference �Topics onRiemann Surfaces and Fuchsian Groups�,held in Madrid in 1998. There are two main themes.  The first isunification of two concepts underlying twodifferent definitions of Riemann surfaces �one geometrical, where Riemann surfacesare defined as one-dimensonal complexmanifolds, and the other analytic, based onanalytic continuations and analytic functionsin function theory.  The second theme is thestudy of Riemann surfaces as a topologicalquotient of certain covering spaces withrespect to the action of a group: apart fromthe plane C, the twice-punctured sphere andthe tori, Riemann surfaces can be studied asquotients of the group of the hyperbolicplane by a discrete group called a Fuchsiangroup. There are nine contributions: the geome-try of Riemann surfaces, by A. F. Beardon;introduction to arithmetic of Fuchsiangroups, by C. Maclachlan; Riemann surfaces,Belya functions and hypermaps, by D.Singerman; compact Riemann surfaces andalgebraic function fields, by P. Turbek; sym-metries of Riemann surfaces from a combi-natorial point of view, by G. Gromadzki;compact Klein surfaces and real algebraiccurves, by F. J. Cirre and J. M. Gamboa;moduli spaces of real algebraic curves, by M.Seppälä; periodic matrices and the Schottkyproblem, by R. Silhol and Hurwitz spaces byS. M. Natanzon.  Beardon�s paper is a niceoverview of problems in the geometry ofRiemann surfaces, and can be used as asource for a series of lectures on this topic.Real algebraic curves are well discussed inthe papers by Cirre and Gamboa, and bySeppälä.  (jbu)
R. Cori and D. Lascar, Mathematical Logic.A Course with Exercises. Part I, OxfordUniversity Press, Oxford, 2000, 338 pp., £25,ISBN 0-19-850049-1 and 0-19-850048-3The first part of this course of mathematicallogic is based on the notion of truth, ratherthan on the notion of derivation fromaxioms.  This conception leads rather quick-ly to the problematics of computer process-ing, especially to the resolution methoddescribed in the final chapter.  The topic is divided into four chapters �propositional calculus, boolean algebras,predicate calculus, and completeness theo-rems.  Unlike most courses on mathematicallogic, the second chapter deals with booleanalgebras: this is also suitable for students ofcomputer science to whom the course isaddressed.  For students interested in �moreclassical� mathematical logic (such as modeltheory, modal or many-valued logic), we rec-ommend Mathematical Logic by Ebbinghaus,Flum and Thomas.   
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This book contains many stimulating exer-cises, with solutions.  In Corollary 4.19, anexplicit formulation of the assumption of thecloseness of the formula F would help thereader: the assumption appears in the theo-rem used in the proof.  The notation used inthe book sometimes differs from the stan-dard one (as used, for example, in theHandbook of Mathematical Logic).  (kè)
R. Downey and D. Hirschfeldt (eds.),Aspects of Complexity, de Gruyter Series inLogic and Its Applications 4, Walter de Gruyter,Berlin, 2001, 169 pp., DM 169, ISBN 3-11-016810-3This book is based on lectures by the con-tributors during the course �Computability,Complexity and Computational Algebra�given in January 2000 in Kaikoura, NewZealand.   It comprises notes for seven lec-tures on different subjects, including basiccomplexity, computation with real numbers,parametrised complexity, Kolmogorov com-plexity, matrix groups computation, count-ing complexity and aspects of continuum:most of these are recently developed areas ofcomputational complexity.  The contributions are intended neither assurveys nor as introductions to the topics dis-cussed, but are (sometimes informal)overviews of concepts and key results.  Thematerial and level of presentation are acces-sible to those familiar with only the basics ofcomputer science.  Readers will not learn thewhole subject from any chapter of this book,but will find what the particular area of mod-ern computational complexity is about;interested readers can find further details inmonographs or surveys referred to in eachchapter.  The book should be valuable formathematicians who want to learn the basicconcepts of those areas of computationalcomplexity covered by the book.  (dkr)
M. du Sautoy, D. Segal and A. Shalev (eds.),New Horizons in pro-p Groups, Progress inMathematics 184, Birkhäuser, Boston, 2000,423 pp., DM 178, ISBN 0-8176-4171-8  and3-7643-4171-8A pro-p group is the inverse limit of a systemof finite p-groups � groups of prime-powerorder where the prime p is fixed.  The sys-tematic study of pro-p groups in general is arecent development.  This volume presents acoherent account of recent achievments andpoints the way forward by bringing togetherarticles by leading researchers in the fieldthat develop various aspects of the theory intwelve chapters.    The impetus for current research on pro-pgroups comes, broadly speaking, from fourdirections.  The first is number theory: theclassical context is Galois cohomology, andthe modern one is the theory of p-adic Galoisrepresentations.  The second source is theproblem of classifying finite p-groups.  Thethird is the theory of infinite groups, andfinally there is the subject of �profinite grouptheory�, of which the theory of pro-p groupsis only a well-developed part.  A large num-ber of open problems are presentedthroughout the text and in the Appendix:this makes the volume a rich source ofpromising directions for further research.(jtu)
R. C. Fabec, Fundamentals of Infinite

Dimensional Representation Theory,Monographs and Surveys in Pure and AppliedMathematics 114, Chapman & Hall/CRC, BocaRaton, 2000, 428 pp., £53.99, ISBN 1-58488-212-3This book is an accessible and self-containedaccount of the central results of analyticgroup representation theory and operatoralgebras.  Starting from Borel spaces, theexposition continues with fundamentals ofC*-algebras and the classical theory of vonNeumann algebras.  Since unitary represen-tations of groups correspond to *-represen-tations of their group algebras, the exposi-tion naturally continues with group actionsand the induced actions and representations.The final two chapters deal with operatoralgebras: the Hilbert algebras (including theTomita-Takesaki theory of the modularones) and the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra. This book will certainly be of interest tospecialists from a wide range of fields inmathematics and physics � from algebra, viafunctional analysis and measure theory, toquantum mechanics.  (jtrl)
S. D. Friedman, Fine Structure and ClassForcing, de Gruyter Series in Logic and itsApplications 3, Walter de Gruyter, Berlin, 2000,221 pp., DM 178, ISBN 3-11-016777-8In this book the class of constructible sets Land generic extensions of L are investigated,with an emphasis on the method of classforcing (and iterated class forcing), whichappears to be a powerful means for solvingmathematical problems.  The class L wasintroduced by Gödel to prove the consisten-cy of the continuum hypothesis and themethod of forcing was introduced by Cohento prove the independence of this hypothe-sis.  Since then, both methods have been sig-nificantly improved. The book starts with an investigation of Land with a proof of some combinatorial prin-ciples (Diamond, Square and various ver-sions of Morasses) that are used later for con-structions of various special partial orderings(sets or classes of properties) used in theforcing method: some classical forcings areincluded, and many other techniques areused (such as indiscernibles) � for example, itis proved that such set-theoretical notions aslarge cardinals are closely related to specialproperties of the reals.  From many of thehard problems solved in the book, let usmention the consistency of P12 definable realR (as a singleton) being constructible largerthan 0 and strictly constructible less than 0-sharp.  From the last chapter, we mentionsome applications proving that some classi-cal results of measurability, categoricity, andperfectness of sets of projective hierarchy arebest possible.  The reader is supposed to befamiliar with a standard course of set theory.Refernces to the literature appear only in theproofs in the last chapter.  (kè)
C. G. Gibson, Elementary Geometry ofDifferentiable Curves: An UndergraduateIntroduction, Cambridge University Press,Cambridge, 2001, 216 pp., £16.95, ISBN 0-521-80453-1 and 0-521-01107-8This is an elementary introduction to thegeometry of curves in the Euclidean plane.It contains standard material on the differ-ential geometry of plane curves, and also ofcertain classical special curves (conics, alge-

braic curves as cissoids, trocoids, epi- andhypocycloids, etc.).  The curvature of curvesis introduced via moving frames, the inflex-ion points are discussed and their invariancewith respect to the isometries of the plane isproved.  Special problems, such as the con-tact of curves with lines and circles, evolutes,cusps and vertices, envelopes, orthonomicsand caustics are studied and illustrated byexamples.  At the end of the book, planarkinematics and its problems are described.  There are many examples and exercises.This is a nice textbook that can be recom-mended to students of mathematics as wellas to students of physics or engineering.(jbu)
J. Glaz, J. Naus and S. Wallenstein, ScanStatistics, Springer Series in Statistics, Springer,New York, 2001, 370 pp., DM 192,49, ISBN 0-387-98819-XThe meaning of a scan statistic is clarified bythe following example.  From 1991 to 1995there were 19 cases of a particular type ofcancer reported in a city.  A 1-year period(April 1993 to April 1994) contains eightcases.  Is such a cluster statistically signifi-cant?  In general, N points are distributedover (0, T).  Let Sw be the largest number ofevents in a window of length w.  The maxi-mum cluster Sw is the scan statistic. This book is divided into two parts.  Thefirst part describes the use of scan statistics inapplications: the main topics are retrospec-tive and prospective scanning of events overtime, success scans in a sequence of trials,higher-dimensional scans, and scan statisticsin DNA sequences.  The second partdescribes scan distribution theory and itsdevelopments.  The individual chapters aredevoted to exact results, approximations,and bounds for scan statistics.  The casewhen the size of the sliding window isunknown or there is a need to detect clustersof events superimposed on trends, is also dis-cussed.  One of the interesting topics is clus-tering two types of letter pattern in a two-dimensional array, with an application to thetext of the Bible: the problem is to look atwords appearing as equally spaced letters ina text.  The words, whose letters� positions inthe text form an arithmetic progression, arecalled equidistant letter sequences (ELS).  It isinteresting to test whether such ELSs containhidden information.  The book contains a valuable bibliographythat includes over 600 references.  It can berecommended to researchers working inapplications, as well as to specialists develop-ing methods for the scanning of events.  Thematerial is also suitable for graduate-levelcourses.  (ja)
R. E. Greene and S. G. Krantz, FunctionTheory of One Complex Variable (2nd ed.),Graduate Studies in Mathematics 40, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2002, 502pp., US$69, ISBN 0-8218-2905-XThis book was written for a first-year gradu-ate course in complex analysis, and the firstedition has been revised and improved.  Theauthors base their approach on ideas takenfrom multi-variable calculus already familiarto students, but they try to reduce the neces-sary topological material and concentrate ona straightforward approach to the analyticaltopics: the topological tools are concentrated
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in one (revised) Chapter 11. The book contains some advanced andless traditional topics and includes, forexample, theorems on rational approxima-tion, Hardy spaces and the Bergman kernel.One chapter is devoted to special functionsand the final one is on the prime numbertheorem; its proof has also been rewritten.The exposition is clear and written in anaccessible way for most students, who willalso appreciate the exercises (555 of them!),both routine and �theoretical� (with hints),following each of the 16 chapters.  Shortcomments on the history and origins ofnotions and theorems are contained in thetext. This book can be recommended as a textfor a basic course (the first third of the text),as well as for an advanced course at graduatelevel.  (jive)
C. E. Gutiérrez, The Monge-AmpèreEquation, Progress in Nonlinear DifferentialEquations and their Applications 44, Birkhäuser,Boston, 2001, 126 pp., DM 156, ISBN 0-8176-4177-7 and 3-7643-4177-7The Monge-Ampère equation det D2u = f isof great importance for its geometrical inter-pretation and applications, and in recentyears, many remarkable advances have beenachieved.  This book develops the moderntheory of the Monge-Ampère equation,including regularity results of L.A. Caffarelli.With any convex function u, we can associatea measure Mu by the formula Mu(E) =|¶u(E)|; here, ¶u is the normal mapping, orsubdifferential of u, and |...| is Lebesguemeasure.  For u smooth, the measure Mu hasdensity det D2u, and it is thus natural to calla function u with Mu = f a generalised solutionof the Monge-Ampère equation: this is com-pared with the notion of viscosity solution.The Dirichlet problem for Mu = f is alsosolved, and various questions in regularitytheory are studied.  All C4-solutions of detD2u = 1 satisfy a Hölder estimate for the sec-ond derivative, which implies that entiresolutions are quadratic polynomials. C1,a andW2,p estimates are established for the solu-tions where 0 < l< Mu < L< ¥.This book is not restricted to presentationof the author�s results: the material is select-ed according to its importance.  The exposi-tion is self contained, equipped with com-plete proofs and carefully arranged.  TheMonge-Ampère equation has many applica-tions in differential geometry, the calculus ofvariations and optimisation, including theMonge-Kantorovitch mass transfer problem.The methods, using some techniques of har-monic analysis, are beautiful and promisingextensions of other problems.  This book isone of the best sources for this purpose.(jama)
M. Hashimoto, Auslander-BuchweitzApproximations of Equivariant Modules,London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series282, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge,2000, 281 pp., £27.95, ISBN 0-521-79696-2In this monograph, the theory of Auslander-Buchweitz approximations is developed forthe category of A-finite G-equivariant A-modules, where G is a split reductive groupover a commutative noetherian ring R, and Ais a commutative noetherian G-algebra.  Thistheory generalises and unifies the theory of

Cohen-Macaulay approximations due toAuslander-Buchweitz, as well as Ringel�s the-ory of approximations for representations ofalgebraic groups.  Unifying commutative noetherian ringswith finite-dimensional algebras, the bookrequires a large introductory Chapter I thatspans almost half of the text.  The funda-mentals of the highest weight theory are alsopresented in a self-contained way, inChapter III.  Along with the general theory,several interesting applications are provid-ed: in Section II.2, the regularity (Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein, and local completeintersection) criteria for noetherian G-alge-bras are proved.  Section IV.2 deals withapplications to the structure of equivariantresolutions of determinantal rings, and otherapplications concern invariant theory.  This monograph brings the reader to thebounds of knowledge in the subject.  It willbe of interest to researchers and graduatestudents, both in commutative ring theoryand representation theory.  (jtrl)
S. Helgason, Differential Geometry, LieGroups, and Symmetric Spaces, GraduateStudies in Mathematics 34, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2001, 641pp., US$69, ISBN 0-8218-2848-7The first edition of Helgason�s classical bookappeared in 1962, and revised and substan-tially extended version was published in1978 by Academic Press.  The book underreview is the third printing, published by theAmerican Mathematical Society.  A few inac-curacies have been corrected and some newexplanatory notes have been collected in adozen of pages at the end of the book.  Thisbook has been famous for many years andused by several generations of readers.  It isimportant that the book has again becomeavailable for a general audience.  (vs)
C. C. Heyde and E. Seneta (eds.),Statisticians of the Centuries, Springer, NewYork, 2001, 500 pp., DM 96,19, ISBN 0-387-95238-7 and 0-387-95329-9This book arose through the initiative of theInternational Statistical Institute.  It containsabout 100 short biographies of selected sta-tisticians born prior to the 20th century,including biographies of persons who areprobabilists rather than statisticians.  Theview of the authors is expressed on p.441:�Probability� is surely the life blood of �statis-tics� and any dividing line is impossible toposition.  Many interesting facts are present-ed about scientists whose names are usuallyconnected only with formulas and theorems.Let me introduce a few examples.  DeMorgan, when asked his age, declared:  �Iwas x years old in the year x2.� (You cancheck that he was born in 1806: find otherstatisticians who were not born in that yearand still can declare the same!)  He alsorefused to be proposed as a Fellow of theRoyal Society: �Whether I could have been aFellow, I cannot know; as the gentleman saidwho was asked if he could play the violin, Inever tried.�  Further one reads that Boolemarried Mary Everest, niece of ColonelEverest after whom Mount Everest wasnamed; that the Bonferroni inequality hadalready been derived by Boole; that KarlPearson in one of his lectures scattered10000 pennies over room floor and asked his

students to count the number of heads ortails: it is not well known that K. Pearson wasoffered an OBE (Officer of the Order of theBritish Empire) and a knighthood, but herefused both honours.  It may be surprisingto many readers that Borel was mayor ofSaint-Affrique and Minister for the Navy.  The book is interesting reading and infor-mation from it can surely refresh lectures onprobability and mathematical statistics.  (ja)
K. Jänich, Vector Analysis, UndergraduateTexts in Mathematics, Springer, New York, 2001,281 pp., 108 fig., DM 69, ISBN 0-387-98649-9When and how to introduce students to sur-face integration and ideas related to Stokes�theorem is a question that is difficult toanswer.  The calculus books treat only thesimplest ideas related to the Gauss andStokes theorems, while a systematic treat-ment of these questions in analysis coursesfor undergraduates is usually missing.  Thisbook offers a very nice description of thebasic conceptual tools needed to explainthese topics to mathematics students (theconcept of a manifold, Cartan calculus of dif-ferential forms, a general form of Stokes�theorem), and includes some more advanced(and very important) topics, such as the deRham complex, Hodge duality and Ricci cal-culus on Riemannian manifolds.  The book can be used for a course onthese topics, and only the rudiments of cal-culus, linear algebra and a bit of topology areneeded as prerequisites.  A nice feature isthat it contains many figures (making easieran intuitive understanding of the treatedtopics), exercises with hints, and tests withanswers.  This book is a translation of thesecond German edition, so that it is nowaccessible for a much broader audience.  It iscertainly one of the best books in the fieldand can be strongly recommended for a gen-eral mathematical audience.  (vs)
K. Kaarli and A. F. Pixley, PolynomialCompleteness in Algebraic Systems, Chapman& Hall/CRC, Boca Raton, 2001, 358 pp.,£56.99, ISBN 1-58488-203-4This book is on general algebraic systems �in particular, on affine completeness andpolynomial completeness.  After introducingnecessary concepts on algebras, lattices andvarieties in the first chapter, the authors pro-ceed to lattices of equivalence relations,including material on compatible functionlifting.  Chapter 3 introduces primal algebraand systematically develops its natural gen-eralisations, including affine completeness:there are results on the important conceptsof congruence permutability, congruencedistributivity and near unanimity.  The mainresults appear in Chapter 4 on affine com-plete varieties.  The final chapter describesthe affine complete members in several spe-cial varieties, including the varieties of lat-tices, modules, semi-lattices, etc.  The book is clearly written and is accessi-ble to anyone with a basic knowledge of themethods and concepts of general algebraicsystems. (jtu)
M. Kerber and M. Kohlhase, SymbolicComputation and Automated Reasoning, TheCalculemus-2000 Symposium, A. K. Peters,Natick, 2001, 270 pp., US$60, ISBN 1-56881-
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145-4The proceedings of CALCULEMUS 2000consists of fourteen full-length papers, shortdescription of two invited presentations, onesystem description and twelve posters.  Theselected papers were presented at the 8thCALCULEMUS Symposium, held on 6-7August 2000 in St. Andrews, Scotland.  TheSymposium was intended for researchersinterested in both symbolic computation andmechanised reasoning. The full-length papers cover a wide rangeof topics in these fields and describe varioussystems; they are self-contained and can bedivided into three groups.  The first group isabout integration or standardisation of par-ticular systems (communication protocols formathematical services based on KQML andOMRS; interfacing computer algebra anddeduction systems via Logic BrokerArchitecture based on Corba andOpenmath; Ù-ants, combining interactiveand automated theorem proving; and aprogress report of the Theorema project).The papers from the next group centrearound a particular problem, they describe anew theory (integrated processing of self-contained mathematical text), new methodsfor solving the problem (definite integrationof parametric rational functions usingDILTU method; learning methods in proofplanning; meta-variables for natural deduc-tion in Theorema) or experiments and casestudies (finding symmetries hidden in com-binatorial problems using Godzilla; formaland efficient proof of prime (2999) in COQ;exploring properties of residue classes ofZn).  The last group describes extensions ofparticular systems (theory of continuous lat-tices in Mizar; power series and polynomialsin Mizar; logic and dependent types inAldor).  Many of the posters, as well as thedescription of CAS system Singular for poly-nomial computation, include URL for amore detailed description.  The volume covers selected topics anddescribes new trends in the fields of deduc-tion systems, computer algebra systems andtheir integration.  It is a valuable contribu-tion for researchers and postgraduate stu-dents in these fields.  (jhr)
O. Kounchev, Multivariate Polysplines,Applications to Numerical and WaveletAnalysis, Academic Press, San Diego, 2001, 498pp., US$84.95, ISBN 0-12-422490-3This book introduces and develops a newtype of multi-variate splines known as poly-splines.  The author studies cardinal poly-splines and polyharmonic wavelets in a com-plete analogy with the one-dimensional poly-nomial cardinal splines and cardinal splinewavelets.  Polysplines are piecewise polyhar-monic splines and provide a powerful meansof interpolating data: they also provide newprespectives on wavelet theory, with applica-tions to signal and image processing.  Allthese results may be considered as a step inthe direction of the qualitative theory of par-tial differential equations. This book is in four parts.  In Part I theauthor provides a logical basis for the notionof polysplines and explains in detail themeaning of the data, smoothness and objectconcepts of the polyharmonic paradigm, andtheir implementation in spline analysis.Polysplines on strips and annuli in R2 with

applications are studied, including the poly-splines on strips and on annuli in Rn: thispart is logically self contained and wouldmeet the interests of a reader interested insmoothing methods and computer-aidedgeometric design, but not in wavelet analysis.Part II concentrates on the polysplines ana-logue of Schoenberg�s one-dimensional car-dinal splines.  The author starts with the the-ory of cardinal L-splines according toMicchelli, and then develops the theory ofcardinal interpolation polysplines on annuli:the major result is a generalisation of thepolynomial case considered by Chui.  Part IIIpresents wavelet analysis using polysplinesand provides a detailed study of one exam-ple of spherical polyharmonic wavelet analy-sis.  The author briefly recalls Chui�s resultson cardinal spline wavelet analysis andproves generalisations of all Chui�s basicresults: the main conclusion is that theattempt to make a reasonable multi-resolu-tion analysis (MRA) by means of a refiningsequence of spaces of cardinal polysplines(on annuli or strips) leads to a considerablereconsideration of the whole store of basicnotions of MRA.  Part IV has a quite differ-ent flavour: unlike the previous parts, it isnot concrete analysis.  It considers the poly-splines for general interfaces.  Even moregenerally, the author introduces a very gen-eral class of polysplines, which are piecewisesolutions of a large class of higher-orderelliptic equations.  A generalisation of theHolladay extremal property and the exis-tence of interpolation polysplines for the so-called �even-order polysplines� are proved.  This is a nicely written book of great valuefor stimulating graduate students.  It isaimed principally at specialists in approxi-mation and spline theory, wavelet analysisand signal and image processing, and atpeople using computer-aided geometricdesign systems or smoothing and splinemethods in geophysics, geodesy, geology ormagnetism.  It can be strongly recommend-ed as a comprehensive resource for self-study.  (knaj)
E. L. Lehmann, Elements of Large-SampleTheory, Springer Texts in Statistics, Springer,New York, 1999, 631 pp., 10 fig., DM 192,49,ISBN 0-387-98595-6This book consists of 7 chapters and anappendix.  Chapter 1 contains some mathe-matical background, while Chapter 2 isdevoted to convergence in probability and inlaw.  The material of these chapters (132pages) has an introductory character andmany students of mathematical statistics willknow it from calculus or from courses inprobability theory.  Chapter 3 deals with per-formance of statistical tests, with topics likepower and sample size, relative efficiencyand robustness, while Chapter 4 describesestimation problems: confidence intervals,accuracy of point estimators, comparing esti-mators, and sampling from a finite popula-tion; Chapter 5 extends these results to themulti-variate case.  In Chapter 6 we findnon-parametric estimation (U-statistics, sta-tistical functionals, density estimation, boot-strapping), while Chapter 7 presents effi-cient estimators and test, mainly maximumlikelihood, Fisher information, and asymp-totic normality. This is a very nice introduction to large-

sample theory for statisticians.  Although themore difficult results are stated withoutproof, the conditions for their validity aregiven and the results are illustrated by inter-esting examples.  For applied statisticians itis important to know relative efficiencies offrequently used tests (p. 176), robustnessresults concerning the t-test (p. 191), the per-formance of two statistical tests applied tothe data simultaneously (p. 376), and thatthere exists a case when one can make a veryinformative observation although its Fisherinformation is 0 (p. 462).  The book also con-tains a rich collection of problems and a use-ful list of references, and can be warmly rec-ommended as a complementary text to lec-tures on mathematical statistics, as well as atextbook for more advanced courses.  It wasoriginally used for a postgraduate statisticscourse at Charles University, Prague, during2001/02.  (ja)
A. Liu (ed.), Hungarian Problem Book III,The Anneli Lax New Mathematical Library 42,The Mathematical Association of America,Washington, 2001, 142 pp., £20.95, ISBN 0-88385-644-1This is a translation from Hungarian byAndy Liu.  The Eõtvõs-Kirsch mathematicalcompetition for high-school students hasbeen organised since 1894.  The problemsgiven in this contest from the periods 1894-1905 and 1906-1928 were published in twobooklets of the �New Mathematical Library�(Vols. 11, 12).  This book contains the prob-lems from the period 1929-43.  The problems are divided into the follow-ing chapters: Combinatorics, NumberTheory, Algebra, Geometry I (congruence,similarity) and Geometry II (circles, vectors).Each chapter contains problems (with one ormore solutions) together with basic defini-tions and various problem-solving tech-niques.  The foreword is written by JózsefPelikán, well known as a member of theComittee of the International MathematicalOlympiads  (IMO).  One of the prizewinnersof the Eõtvõs Competition was MiklosCsászár (in 1942), chairman of the IMO in1982 in Budapest.  The book will be very useful for studentswho participated, or will participate, inmathematical competitions, as well as forteachers and anybody interested in solvingmathematical problems.  (lbo)
L. Manivel, Symmetric Functions, SchubertPolynomials and Degeneracy Loci, SMF/AMSTexts and Monographs 6, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2001, 167pp., US$44, ISBN 0-8216-2154-7The French edition of this book appeared in1998 in the series �Cours Spécialisés�, issuedby the Société Mathématique de France; itsreview appeared in EMS Newsletter 32 (June1999, p.34).  The English translation wasissued in cooperation with the AmericanMathematical Society.  (vs)
J. C. McConnell and J. C. Robson,Noncommutative Noetherian Rings, GraduateStudies in Mathematics 30, AmericanMathematical Society, Providence, 2001, 636pp., US$72, ISBN 0-8218-2169-5This is a revised and updated edition of amonograph first published under the sametitle in 1987.  Non-commutative noetherian 
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rings have gained importance in the mean-time, with the appearance of quantumgroups and related non-commutative struc-tures.  Starting (and ending) with the keymotivating examples, the exposition pro-ceeds to the classical Goldie theory and thestructure of the prime spectrum of the ring.Part II deals with dimension theory: theKrull, global, and Gelfand-Kirillov dimen-sions are treated in detail.  Part III deals withextensions, starting with generic flatness andthe Nullstellensatz, and proceeding to stabil-ity and the Grothendieck group K0.  The first edition of this book was the basicreference in non-commutative ring theory,stimulating research in the area since thelate 1980s.  Only a few changes were neededfor the present edition, yet another sign ofthe quality of the monograph.  (jtrl)
K. Nishiyama, H. Ochiai, K. Taniguchi, H.Yamashita and S. Kato, Nilpotent Orbits,Associated Cycles and Whittaker Models forHighest Weight Representations, Astérisque273, Société Mathématique de France, Paris,2001, 163 pp., FRF 200, ISBN 2-85629-101-5This volume contains three papers, with anintroduction and concluding remarks(including some problems). In the three arti-cles, the authors investigate irreducible uni-tary highest-weight representations of reduc-tive Lie groups of Hermitian type, not neces-sary contained in the holomorphic discreteseries.  In particular, associated cycles, theBernstein degree and generalised Whittakermodels for these representations aredescribed.  The Howe correspondence fordual pairs, one of which is compact, is alsoexplained, and the realisations of highest-weight representations in kernels of invari-ant differential operators of gradient typeare presented.  In the last paper, by S. Katoand H. Ochiai, the degrees of orbits of mul-tiplicity-free actions of connected reductivealgebraic group are computed.  The subclassof orbits, consisting of holomorphic tangentbundles of Hermitian symmetric spaces, isstudied as a nice example. A complete list ofdegrees of actions in hermitian and non-her-mitian cases is presented in the appendix ofthe last paper. This book is an excellent source of infor-mation for study and research in this field.(jbu)
A. L. Onischnik and E. B. Vinberg (eds.),Lie Groups and Lie Algebra II, Encyclopaediaof Mathematical Sciences 21, Springer, Berlin,2000, 223 pp., DM 159, ISBN 3-540-50585-7This volume of the Encyclopaedia ofMathematical Sciences treats two topics: dis-crete subgroups of Lie groups, and coho-mologies of Lie groups and Lie algebras. The first part (written by E. B. Vinberg, V.V. Gorbatsevich and O. V. Shvartsman) con-tains a systematic treatment of all basicresults in theory of discrete subgroups of Liegroups.  More complicated proofs of pre-sented results are usually omitted, and relat-ed questions (discrete subgroups of motionsin spaces of constant curvature) can also befound in Volume 19 of the Encyclopaedia.The authors discuss in turn discrete sub-groups of locally compact topologicalgroups, lattices in solvable Lie groups, lat-tices in semi-simple Lie groups and lattices

in Lie groups of general type. The second part (written by B. L. Feiginand D. B. Fuchs) is devoted to various coho-mologies of Lie groups and Lie algebras.  Itpresents corresponding definitions (classical,van Est and Segal cohomologies of Liegroups; cohomology of Lie algebras), andsome of their general properties and theirrelations, as well as tools and methods fortheir calculations.  The results of such com-putations are presented in the last chapterfor many important special cases (finite-dimensional Lie groups and Lie algebras,Lie algebras of vector fields and diffeomor-phisms, Lie groups and algebras of currents,Lie algebra of infinite matrices).  One canalso find here useful interpretations of coho-mology and homology in low dimensions,and this part includes a very useful summaryof basic concepts and results in the field. This book will be very useful as a referencebook and a source of information for stu-dents and researchers from both mathemat-ics and theoretical physics.  (vs)
M. A. Picardello, Harmonic Analysis andIntegral Geometry, Research Notes inMathematics 422, Chapman & Hall/CRC, BocaRaton, 2001, 171 pp., £49.99,ISBN 1-58488-183-6This volume contains the proceedings of thefirst Summer University of Safi, Morocco,and consists of sixteen contributions relatedto real harmonic analysis and integral geom-etry.  The proceedings include papers by T.Nomura (invariant Berezin transforms),where explicit spectral decomposition of thisimportant transform is described in severalcases, and A. Abouelaz (integral geometry inthe sphere Sd), where the geometricapproach based on the dual Radon trans-form for the sphere Sd is presented, includ-ing several explicit formulas and results.Other contributions are concetrated on spe-cific problems: F. Gonzales (John�s equationand the plane-to-line transform on R3), T.Kakehi (Radon transforms on compactGrassmann manifolds and invariant differ-ential operators of determinantal type), S.Gindikin (integral geometry on hyperbolicspaces), M. A. Picardello (the geodesicRadon transform on trees), E. C. Tarabusi, J.M. Cohen and F. Colonna (the distribution-valued horocyclic Radon transform on trees),L. Atanasi (integral geometry on affinebuildings), A. d�Agnolo and C. Marastoni (atopological obstruction for the real Radontransform), H. Dib and M. Mesk (onLaguerre polynomials of two variables), S.Ibenmouloud and M. Sbai  (Poisson trans-form on H3), H. Sami (transfer formula inthe real hyperbolic space Bn), A. Essadiq (q-analogue of Watanabe uniform transformassociated to the q-continuous Gegenbauerpolynomials) and M. E. Beggar (realizationof a holomorphic discrete series of the Liegroup SU(1, 2) as star-representation).  (jbu)
M. Schechter, Principles of FunctionalAnalysis (2nd ed.), Graduate Studies inMathematics 36, American Mathematical Society,Providence, 2001, 425 pp., US$59, ISBN 0-8218-2895-9This excellent book provides an elegantintroduction to functional analysis, includingrelated parts of theory of integral equations.

The reader will find a basic mathematicalintroduction to the theory of normed vectorspaces and linear operators between them. The book has fifteen chapters, each end-ing with carefully selected problems to besolved.  The first three chapters present thebasic principles of linear functional analysis:the Riesz representation theorem, the Hahn-Banach theorem, the uniform boundednessprinciple and the open mapping theorem.Chapters 4 and 5 present the Riesz theory ofcompact operators and the general theory ofFredholm and semi-Fredholm operators.The introduction to spectral theory is con-tained in Chapter 6.  Unbounded operators,unbounded Fredholm and semi-Fredholmoperator are studied in Chapter 7.  Chapter8 deals with reflexive Banach space, andChapters 11-13 cover Hilbert space.  Anintroduction to Banach algebras is given inChapter 9, where the Fredholm and semi-Fredholm perturbations are also presented.Chapters 9 and 14 discuss special topicsfrom the theory of semigroups, measures ofoperators and perturbation functions.  Thelast chapter contains important applications.The book concludes with two appendices:the first gives definitions of importantnotions and symbols used throughout thebook, while the second contains a list ofmajor theorems and indicates the pageswhere they can be found.  This is a nicely written book of great valuefor stimulating active work by students.  Itcan be strongly recommended as an under-graduate or graduate text, or as a compre-hensive book for self-study.  (knaj)
C. J. Scriba and P. Schreiber, 5000 JahreGeometrie. Geschichte Kulturen Menschen,Springer, Berlin, 2001, 596 pp., DM 69, ISBN3-540-67924-3This book is an excellent and comprehensivework on the history of geometry from pre-historic times to the present time, written byC. J. Scriba, professor of history of science atHamburg, and P. Schreiber, professor ofgeometry at Greifswald.  The topics treated here contain the originsof geometry and its history in Greece, theOrient, the European middle ages, therenaissance and the last four centuries.  Inthe last chapter is a discussion of the rela-tionships between geometry and science,technics or informatics: the last-but-onedeals with descriptive, projective, syntheticand non-Euclidean geometry and the originsof topology.  We also find applications ofgeometry in geodesy, cartography, astrono-my and in art.  Special attention is paid togeometry in Islam countries, in India, Japanand China.  Each chapter begins with an overview ofthe historical events and technical discover-ies of the corresponding period, includingvery useful surveys on the progress in geom-etry.  In this way the book represents thevaluable contributions of geometry to thecultural development of mankind.  Thereare also some original short texts (inGerman) from Plato, Archimedes and oth-ers.  Among the more than 200 pictures arereproductions of works by Dali and Escherand photographs of interesting surfaces.Each chapter also contains a number ofproblems, such as the proof of the Heronformula, the construction of a quadrilateral 
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inscribed in a circle, or calculating the Gausscurvature of the pseudosphere.  At the endof the book is a comprehensive list of morethan 350 references. This book can be warmly recommended,not only to historians of mathematics, butalso to professional mathematicians, teach-ers and students.  (lboc)
S. Skiena, Calculated Bets: Computers,Gambling, and Mathematical Modeling toWin, Cambridge University Press, 2001, 232pp., £12.95, ISBN 0-521-80426-4This interesting book is about a gamblingsystem that works.  It tells how the authorused computer simulations and mathemati-cal modelling techniques to predict the out-come of jai alai (pelota) matches and bet onthem successfully.  His method can work foranyone; at the end of the book the authordescribes the best way to bet on jai alai.  Withhumour and enthusiasm, Skiena discussesother gambling systems, such as lotto,roulette, blackjack and the stock market:indeed, he shows how his jai alai system func-tions like a miniature stock-trading system.  The book will be surely of interest not onlyfor the fun of jai alai, but also for all thosewho would like to learn about the programtrading systems, the future of internet gam-bling, how mathematical models are used inpolitical polling, what is the differencebetween the correlation and causality, and soon.  If you are interested in gambling andmathematics, the odds are that this is a bookfor you!  (jant)
M. Taniguchi and Y. Kakizawa, AsymptoticTheory of Statistical Inference for Timeseries, Series in Statistics, Springer, New York,2000, 661 pp., DM 203,19, ISBN 0-387-95039-7The first three chapters of this book serve asan introduction to the asymptotic theory ofstatistical inference.  This part is useful as areview of modern probabilistic tools applica-ble not only to stochastic processes but to thewhole of mathematical statistics, for exam-ple, we find here Le Cam�s lemmas, resultsconcerning local asymptotic normality, andthe asymptotic theory of estimation and test-ing for stochastic processes.  There is animportant section on criteria for the station-arity of non-linear processes, where severalrecent useful results are collected and dis-cussed.  Since many estimators and tests havethe same limiting behaviour, it is necessaryto analyse their higher-order asymptoticoptimality.  In Chapter 4, the concept ofhigher-order asymptotic efficiency of estima-tors is introduced, and a differential geomet-rical framework of curved exponential fami-lies is extended to a class of general stochas-tic processes: it is shown that the maximumlikelihood estimator is third-order asymptot-ically optimal.  The general approach is alsoapplied to Fisher�s z-transformation, andhigher-order asymptotics of diffusionprocesses are investigated.  The remainingchapters deal with asymptotic theory forlong-memory processes, statistical analysis offunctionals of spectra, discriminant analysisfor stationary time series, and large devia-tion theory and saddle-point approximationfor stochastic processes.  This book contains a rich variety of mod-ern results scattered in papers and books.  It

is suitable as a reference book or as anadvanced textbook for PhD courses on infer-ence for stochastic processes.  (ja)
H. C. Thode, Jr., Testing for normality,Statistics, Textbooks and Monographs 164,Marcel Dekker, NewYork, 2002, 479 pp.,US$150, ISBN 0-8247-9613-6The assumption that a sample comes from anormal distribution is very frequent in math-ematical statistics.  Fortunately, in manycases a central limit theorem helps a fastconvergence to normality of a test statistic, sothat small or moderate departures from theassumption about distribution of the popula-tion do not invalidate the results of the sta-tistical analysis.  In other cases, the assump-tion of normality is crucial � no wonder thatthe tests for normality have attracted statisti-cians for many years!  One of the first wasKarl Pearson, whose name is usually con-nected with the famous c2 goodness of fittest.  It is less well known that he also advo-cated tests based on moments because theybelong to the most powerful methods fordetecting departures from normality.  This book is a good reference text on testfor univariate and multivariate normality.The first part concerns testing for univariatenormality.  The author describes plots, prob-ability plots, regression tests, tests usingmoments, goodness-of-fit tests and othertests for complete samples, tests for outliers,power comparisons, and testing for normali-ty with censored data.  The second part ofthe book is devoted to tests for multivariatenormality.  Additional topics include testingfor normal mixtures, robust estimation oflocation and scale, and computational issues.Three appendices contain data sets, parame-ter and critical values, and a computer sub-routine for optimisation.  Nowadays, it iseasy to use a computer and to calculate somestatistics for testing normality.  However, it iscomfortable to have this book and to look init for whether the test is sufficiently powerful,whether the sample is large enough, orwhether it is better to use another test.  The book is clearly written with manyinteresting numerical examples and histori-cal remarks.  The large bibliography will beuseful for readers who wish to obtain moredetails about the methods described in thetext.  (ja)
V. Turaev, Introduction to CombinatorialTorsions, Lectures in Mathematics, Birkhäuser,Basel, 2001, 123 pp., DM 38, ISBN 3-7643-6403-3This book is an extended version of thenotes from the author�s lectures at ETH,Zürich, in Spring 1999.  It is an introductionto combinatorial torsions of cellular spacesand manifolds, with special emphasis on tor-sions of 3-dimensional manifolds.  The first two chapters cover the algebraicfoundations of the theory of torsions andvarious topological constructions of torsionsdue to K. Reidemeister, J. H. C. Whitehead,J. Milnor and the author.  Connectionsbetween the torsions and the Alexanderpolynomial of links and 3-manifolds are alsodiscussed.  The third (and last) chapter ofthe book deals with so-called refined torsionsand the related additional structures onmanifolds, specifically homological orienta-tions and Euler structures.  As an applica-

tion, a construction of the multivariableConway polynomial of links in homology 3-spheres is presented.  At the end of the bookthe recent results of G. Meng, G. H. Taubesand the author on connections between therefined torsions and the Sileberg-Witteninvariant of 3-manifolds is briefly described.  The exposition is aimed at students, pro-fessional mathematicians and physicistsinterested in combinatorial aspects of topol-ogy and/or in low-dimensional topology.The necessary background for the readerincludes a basic knowledge of topology andhomological algebra.  (jtu)
A. van den Essen, PolynomialAutomorphisms and the Jacobian Conjecture,Progress in Mathematics 190, Birkhäuser, Basel,2000, 329 pp., DM 118, ISBN 3-7643-6350-9This book is divided into three main parts,Methods, Applications and Appendices. The first part consists of seven chapters.The first one (Preliminaries) introduces thebasic tools used throughout the book.  Thenext chapter (Derivations and polynomialautomorphisms) is devoted to the interplaybetween polynomial automorphisms andlocally nilpotent derivations.  In Chapter 3(Invertibility criteria and inversion formulae)various criteria for polynomial automor-phisms are presented.  Chapter 4 (Injectivemorphisms) investigates some conditionsunder which injective endomorphisms aresurjective, while the next chapter (The tameautomorphism group of a polynomial ring)deals with polynomial rings with coefficientsin a commutative Q-algebra.  In Chapter 6(Stabilization methods) the stabilizationprinciple is described and is applied to areduction of the Jacobian conjecture.  In thelast chapter of the first part (Polynomialmaps with nilpotent Jacobian), a large classof such mappings is investigated. The second part consists of three chapters,Application of polynomial mappings todynamical systems, Group actions and TheJacobian conjecture. The last part consists of six appendices,the first five forming a sufficient backgroundfor reading the text, while the last one pre-sents special examples and counter-exam-ples to the whole text.  (lbi)
H. Walser, The Golden Section, SpectrumSeries, The Mathematical Association of America,Washington, 2001, 142 pp., £17.95, ISBN 0-88385-534-8From antique times, the golden section hasoccurred frequently in geometry, architec-ture and art.  We say that a line segment isdivided in golden ratio if the larger subseg-ment is related to the smaller one as thewhole segment is related to the larger sub-segment.  The golden section plays animportant role not only in classical geome-try, but also in fractals, in the study ofFibonacci sequences and in the theory ofregular and quasi-regular solids.   All ofthese connections are described in the bookunder review.   It contains a large collectionof pictures which help to understand thecontent, and many of problems, whose solu-tions are given at the end.  The book, a translation from the Germanoriginal (B. C. Teubner, Leipzig, 1993) canbe recommended to students of high schoolsand to their teachers.  (lbo)
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